
The sum of the parts:
A pre-Islamic qasida by Bisr b. Abi Häzim al-AsadL1)

Dagmar Riedel

"Begin at the beginning", the King said, gravely, "and go on till you come to
the end: then stop."

Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Philologisches Wissen bleibt stets auf Interpretation bezogen, die sich zum
Ziel setzen muß, mit der Erkenntnis ihres Gegenstandes den Vollzug dieser Er-
kenntnis als Moment neuen Verstehens mit zu reflektieren und zu beschreiben.

Hans Robert Jauss, Literaturgeschichte als Provokation

Pre-Islamic qasldas, taken to be among the oldest preserved literary
documents in Arabic, were and are renowned for their splendid single
lines. This renown challenges the modern western reader because the im-
pression of a poem consisting of isolated highlights clashes with the tradi-
tional western notion of organic unity as a universal aesthetic category. A
pre-Islamic qasida has a beginning and an end, but its structure is a col-
lage of sections and topoi.2) Such a collage is not perceived as a coherent

1) This article evolved from term papers I wrote for Suzanne E Stetkevych
and Judith Roof as part of my PhD course work at Indiana University, Blooming-
ton, USA. Part of its considerations were first formulated in a paper presented at
the 32nd Annual MESA Meeting in Chicago in December 1998. I am indebted to
Jürgen Paul and Tilmann Seidensticker for their useful comments on this version.
I owe many thanks to Nathan Basik, Mike Carter, Jamsheed Choksy, Heidi Ford,
Karin Hörner, Paul E. Losensky, and Suzanne P Stetkevych who accompanied the
project in its different stages with their criticism, advice, and insight; all errors, of
course, are my own.

2) The term 'composite structure' is derived from the term 'composite poem'
in: ANDRAS HAMORI, On the art of medieval Arabic literature, Princeton, New Jer-
sey 1974, 7 et passim (Princeton essays in literature). The usage of the term ctopos'
follows RENATE JACOBI: Das Fiktive und das Imaginäre in der klassischen ara-
bischen Dichtung, in: STEFAN LEDER (ed.), Story-telling in the framework ofnon-
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plot that conveys unity on the level of the text itself.3) Moreover, the qasl-
da's composite structure provides material evidence for both lyric senti-
ment in the nasib and heroic ethos in rahil and madih.

In modern scholarship these poems are approached as a non-narrative
genre because of their composite structure.4) RENATE JACOBI has shown

fictional Arabic, literature, Wiesbaden 1998, 20-33, 22 et passim. Arguments for
the term 'episode' are provided by THOMAS BATJEB > Altar abische Dichtkunst. Eine
Untersuchung ihrer Struktur und Entwicklung am Beispiel der Onagerperiode, 2
vols, Wiesbaden 1992,1 64. BAUER rejects the traditional term 'description', be-
cause in components traditionally identified as descriptions the descriptions
themselves are usually secondary to actions. This argument, however, contradicts
his own assumption of a „zweckfreie Kunst" represented by „Qasiden, die haupt-
sächlich oder ausschließlich wegen ihrer Beschreibungen und Episoden wegen ge-
dichtet worden sind" (I 74). It seems to me that JACOBI'S term Dopes' is suffi-
ciently precise to describe the textual components out of which nasib, fahr, madih,
or rahil are constructed.

For a positive assessment of BAUER'S terminological assumptions see: JAMES
E. MONTGOMERY, The vagaries of the qasldah. The tradition and practice of early
Arabic poetry^ [n.p.] 1997,162-165 (Gibb literary studies, 1). For the logical decon-
struction of the alleged antagonism between description and action, see: "The
author's voice is a passionately revealed in the decision to write the Odyssey, 'The
Falcon', or Madame Bovary as it is in the most obtrusive direct commentary of the
kind employed by Fielding, Dickens, George Eliot. Everything he shows will serve
to tell·, the line between showing and telling is always to some degree an arbitrary
one." (WAYNE C. BOOTH, The rhetoric of fiction, Chicago/London 21983,20).

3) This ambivalent position - acknowledging the efforts to produce a coherent
whole despite the dominant impression of unconnectedness between the qasida's
different topoi - is most clearly discussed by EWALD WAGNER, Grundzüge der klas-
sischen arabischen Dichtung, 2 vols, Darmstadt 1987-1988, I, 146-149 (Grund-
züge der Forschung, 68 and 70).

4) Such an understanding of the qaslda is, for example, argued in: Kaslda in
Arabic (F. KRENKOW-[G. LECOMTE]), in: Encyclopedia of Islam, Leiden 21978, IV
713-714, 713; RENATE JACOBI, Allgemeine Charakteristik der arabischen Dich-
tung. Altarabische Dichtung, in: HELMUT GÄTJE (ed.), Literaturwissenschaft,
Wiesbaden 1987, 7-31, 22 (Grundriß der arabischen Philologie, 2); Wagner:
Grundzüge, l 79-82, 101-103, and 114-115; RENATE JACOBI, Qasida, in: WOLF-
HABT HEINRICHS (ed.), Orientalisches Mittelalter, Wiesbaden 1990: 216-241, 216
(Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft, 5); SUZANNE P. STETKEVYCH, Pre-
Islamic panegyric and the poetics of redemption. Mufaddallyah 119 of cAlqamah
unaBanat Suäd of Kaeb ibn Zuhayr, in: SUZANNE P. STETKEVYCH (ed.), Reorien-
tations. Arabic and Persian literature, Bloomington/Indianapolis 1994, 1-57: 1-2
and 51-42; CHRISTOPHER SHACKLE /STEFAN SPERL, Introduction, in: CHRIS-
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276 Dagmar Riedel

that the composite structure of pre-Islamic qasidas is predominantly
achieved through the technical device of parataxis, though she takes
parataxis as a characteristic of epic poetry a la Emil Staiger.5) She argues
against GUSTAVE E. VON GRUNEBAUM, for whom the qaslda represents a
form of lyric poetry.6) Thus, the texts' coherence, or better, their alleged
lack thereof, is measured against the prevalence of heroic ethos or lyric
sentiment. The debate about the pre-Islamic qaslda focuses on issues of
form and content, while the status of these texts as authentic pre-Islamic
documents is no longer considered a problem. The dismissal of the issues
linked to the texts' historicity is remarkable, because any interpretation
of the qasidas' form and content is implicitly based on an assumption of
how these texts were transmitted from the gahillga to the umma. In ad-
dition, the insistence to detect in these texts a lyric or a heroic poetic
tradition harks back to the scholarly approaches that emerged in 19th

century scholarship on gahili poetry.

TOPHEB SHACKLE/STEFAN SPEBL (eds.), Qasida poetry in Islamic Asia and Af-
rica, 2 vols, Leiden et al. 1996, II1-62, 4 (Studies in Arabic literature, 20).

5) „Der epische Stil ist gekennzeichnet durch das Überwiegen der Parataxe;
Konjunktionen, die das Satzgefüge logisch gliedern, sind ihm fremd. Wir haben
diese Beobachtung für die Episode und die beschreibenden Abschnitte der Qaside
gemacht." (RENATE JACOBI, Studien zur Poetik der altarabischen Qaside, Wies-
baden 1971, 210 (Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, Veröffentlic-
hungen der Orientalischen Kommission, 24)). See the passionate rejection of JAC-
OBI'S thesis by BAUEB: Altarabische Dichtkunst, I, 209-210. BAUEB does not deny
the importance of parataxis; on the contrary, he argues that parataxis is a com-
mon feature of all Semitic languages and hence no particular of the gahill qasida
(p. 210).

On the other hand, see the comparison of the qasida's paratactic structure
with that of the classical sonata or symphony in western music by JABOSLAV
STETKEVYCH, The Zephyrs ofNajd. The poetics of nostalgia in the classical Arabic
nasib, Chicago/London 1993, 16-25. J. STETKEVYCH'S thesis is based on the as-
sumption that classical Arabic poetry and classical music are comparable because
of their inherent classicality.

6) „Gewiß kann die früharabische Poesie formal nur der Lyrik zugeordnet
werden. Aber verdient eine Lyrik, der das persönlich verbindliche Stimmungsele-
ment ebenso abgeht wie jegliche Bekenntnishaftigkeit, noch diesen Namen? Alles,
was Wort geworden war, an Wirklichkeitssicht und innerem Geschehen, mußte
dem einen Formgebilde eingeordnet werden." (GUSTAVE E. VON GBUNEBAUM, Die
Wirklichkeitsweite der früh-arabischen Dichtung. Eine literaturwissenschaftliche
Untersuchung, Wien 1937, 202 (Beihefte zur Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des
Morgenlandes, 3)).
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In the following, I will use research on parataxis in narrative to sail
past heroic Scylla and lyric Charybdis by arguing that the qasida's com-
posite structure presents a complete poetic narrative organized through
parataxis.7) My methodological approach is based on the axiom that nar-
ratives are structures that are not bound to a certain medium, so that the
adjective 'narrative' cannot be used to distinguish a prose text from a
poem or heroic from lyric poetry.8) I will demonstrate the usefulness of
this theoretical framework through an interpretation of one represen-
tative pre-Islamic qaslda: Mufaddaliya XCVII by Bisr b. Abi H zim al-
Asadi.9) The poem won Bisr the honorific/áËÚ and made him a member of
the small group of illustrious pre-Islamic poets.10) I will prepare the
interpretation of this qaslda through an examination of two historical
contexts, already mentioned: scholarship on pre-Islamic poetry and the

7) I use the terms 'heroic' or 'epic' poetry and 'lyric' poetry in accordance
with Anglo-American conventions. In addition, the term 'poem' is a formal cat-
egory only indicating the use of meter and rhyme: "people attach the verbal idea
of... [poiein] to the name of the metre, ... But this is not to classify them as poets
because of mimesis, but because of the metre they share: hence, if writers express
something medical or scientific in metre, people still usually apply these terms."
(ARISTOTLE, Poetics, ed. and trans, by STEPHEN HALLIWELL, Cambridge, Mass-
achusetts/London 1995, 1477 a (Loeb classical library, 199)).

8) For the importance of this axiom within the context of narrative theory
see, for instance: SEYMOUR CHATMAN, Story and discourse. Narrative structure in
fiction and film, Ithaca/London 1980, 20; and JONATHAN CULLER, The pursuit of
signs. Semiotics, literature, deconstruction, Ithaca, New York 1983, 186.

For a different usage of the term 'narrative' within the field of early Islamic
history see: FRED M. DONNER, Narratives of Islamic origins. The beginning of Is-
lamic historical writing, Princeton, New Jersey 1998 (Studies in late antiquity
and early Islam, 14). DONNER defines narrative sources as "those literary sources
that offer what appear to be historical reports about some event" (4 note 5), and
claims that the term 'narrative sources' as opposed to the term 'literary sources'
does not include poems, although some poeins would "nonetheless convey con-
siderable information that must be seen as belonging to an implicit narrative
framework, to which they refer by allusion" (ibid.).

9) The Arabic text is taken from CHARLES J. LYALL (ed.), Diwan al-Mufad-
dally t. Vol. 1: Arabic text and commentary, Oxford 1920, 648-659. In the follow-
ing, quotes from the poem are only specified by Arabic figures referring to the
number of the line.

10) LYALL (ed.): Diwan al-Mufaddally t, p. 648 note q. See also: A. HARTIGAN,
Bisr ibn Abi H zim, in: Melanges de la Faculte Orientale de I'Universite Saint-
Joseph Beyrouth, 1 (1906), 284-302,293; BISR Â. ÁÂÚ HAZIM AL-ASADI, Dlwan, ed.
by ºÆÆÁÔ HASAN, Damascus 1960, 201.
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textual transmission of Mufaddaliya XCVII. While the intellectual tra-
ditions in the field of Arabic and Islamic studies have inevitably in-
fluenced my own understanding of this qasida, the preserved manu-
scripts of Mufaddaliya XCVII document the process of its written
transmission so that only they can determine its status as evidence for
pre-Islamic Arabia.

Parataxis and narrative

The legendary WILLIAM JONES (1746-1796) coined the phrase "orient
pearls at random strung" in "A Persian song", his famous translation of
a gazal by H fiz. The poem appeared first at the end of JONES' Grammar
of the Persian language (1771),11) and was then almost immediately re-
printed with the Persian text in a Latin transliteration in his anthology
of Poems, consisting chiefly of Translations from the Asiatick languages
(1772).12) Over 200 years after these two publications, in 1993, JAMES E.
MONTGOMERY referred to JONES' expression in a discussion of order and
sequence in the qaslda.1*) Over 60 years before MONTGOMERY, in 1932,

11) New Dehli 1982 (Reprint of the 7th edition 1809), 133-136; the phrase
appears in line 3 of the ninth and final stanza. For the context of this famous
translation and its reception among scholars see: A. J. ABBEBBY, Orient pearls at
random strung, in: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, 11
(1943-1946), 699-712.

12) Oxford 1772, 71-75.
13) "Unless it is postulated that a poet composed his verses as lots drawn from

a hat, the finished product being the resultant, willy-nilly assemblage of 'oriental
pearls at random strung' (and this is the reductio ad absurdum of the theory), then
we must notice that someone at sometime must have given the poem the order and
sequence with which it is presented." (JAMBS E. MONTGOMEBY, On the unity and
disunity of the qasidah in: Journal of Arabic Literature, 24 (1993), 271-277,
271-272). MONTGOMEBY, however, is not too optimistic that with regard to "a very
formalised, though not rigid, organisation of the poetic material, namely the qasi-
dah" (272) scholars will understand the poem's order and sequence, because the
poetic "schemes of articulation may be irrecoverably lost" (ibid.).

For the pervasiveness of JONES' formula as a congenial description for some-
thing essentially lyric see, for example, ÌÁÂÉÁ ROSA MENOCAL, Shards of love.
Exile and the origins of the lyric, Durham/London 1994, "a disrupted and disrup-
tive narrative,... which accounts for the lyrical structure of the book, the 'string of
pearls.'" (238).
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a variation of this image - „Perlen auf einer Schnur"14) - was used by
CLEMENS LUGOWSKI (1904-1942) in his analysis of 16th century German
novels. LUGOWSKI, however, dealt with prose rather than with poetry, but
the reading of those novels rich in parataxis produced comparable dif-
ficulties for a reader raised on Romantic and Realistic literature. The
novels presented their stories through an enumeration of isolated events,
although according to the Aristotelian tradition, causality is understood
as motivation to do something and hence the criterion that makes a se-
quence of actions a narrative.15)

To explain the technical rationale of plotting a story as a list of uncon-
nected actions, LUGOWSKI made two central assumptions: first, actions
were not connected with each other through a protagonist's motivation
according to modern psychology,16) and, second, a cogent connection be-
tween actions was only established in retrospect.17) In other words, he
considered motivation primarily a technical problem. His anti-psycho-
logical approach to the retroactive structure of parataxis is confirmed by
experiments with montage in film. How an audience reads the expression
of a man's face depends on the directly preceding image, so that according
to its positive or negative content the same expression can appear as
being caused by very different emotions.18) With regard to the audience,

I4) „Das Geschehen rollt sich in Form einer Aufzählung ab. Es wirkt auf uns
eigentümlich, wie in dieser Aufzählung der Fluß des Geschehens in einzelne
Phasen zerschnitten erscheint, die abrupt, gleichsam nackt neben- oder besser
hintereinander stehen, wie Perlen auf einer Schnur." (CLEMENS LUGOWSKI, Die
Form der Individualität im Roman, Frankfurt/Main 1976, 57 (suhrkamp taschen-
buch Wissenschaft, 151)); italics mine.

1 ) "events in narrative are radically correlative, enchaining, entailing. Their
sequence ... is not simply linear but causative. The causation may be overt, that is,
explicit, or covert, implicit." (ÜHATMAN: Story and discourse, 45).

16) „Motivation als einem technischen Mittel zur Schaffung einer eigenen dich-
terisch-künstlerischen Wirklichkeit, wobei nicht zu vergessen ist, daß alle dichter-
ische Technik nur in engster Abhängigkeit vom dichterischen Stilwiüen und von
dem Stil, den sie realisiert besteht." (LuGOWSKi: Individualität im Roman, 67).

17) „Die strenge ,Motivation von hinten' kennt keinen direkten Zusammen-
hang zwischen konkreten Einzelzügen am Leibe der Dichtung; der Zusammen-
hang geht immer über das Ergebnis", (ibid., 79).

18) "In one of his books on the art of montage, he [i. e. Pudovkin] describes an
experiment by his teacher, Kuleshov. You see a close-up of the Russian actor Ivan
Mosjoukine. This immediately followed by a shot of a dead baby. Back to Mosjou-
kine again and you read compassion on his face. Then your take away the dead
baby and you show a plate of soup, and now, when you go back to Mosjoukine, he
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the inverted teleological effect can be explained by the limits of human
perception. The understanding of an action cannot occur parallel to the
action itself, so that meaning is always conferred onto an action in retro-
spect.19) The heuristic strategy of focusing on the technical devices for
plotting a story allows the analysis of motivation within a non-emotive
framework: How is motivation plotted in the story? Such an analysis uses
the heuristic distinction between fabula - story - and syuzhet - plot - first
proposed by the Russian Formalists; LUGOWSKI'S work is roughly con-
temporary with the work of Valdimir Propp (1895-1970) and Victor
Shklovsky (born 1893). The terms 'story' and 'plot' answer the questions
of what the narrative is about and how this narrative is technically con-
structed.20)

In a story organized through parataxis, the plot does not answer the
question of what happens next in the story, though it answers the question
of what is this within the story.21) A paratactic plot is deployed not to cap-

looks hungry. Yet, in both cases, they used the same shot of the actor; his face was
exactly the same." (FRANgois TRUFFAUT, Hitchcock, with the collaboration of
HELEN G. SCOTT, rev. ed., New York 1985, 215-216).

19) "The subject never lives in 'his/her proper time': the subject's life is funda-
mentally barred, hindered; it elapses in a 'not-yet' modality, in the sense of being
structured as the expectation and/or memory of an X, an Event in the full mean-
ing of the term ... Yet when we finally approach this X, it reveals itself as its own,
opposite, as death — the moment of proper birth coincides with death. ... The gen-
eral lesson to be drawn from this is that a kind of fundamental 'narrative closure'
is constitutive of reality: ... 'Narrative closure' is ... another name for the subjec-
tivization by means of which the subject retroactively confers meaning on a series
of contingencies and assumes his/her symbolic destiny: recognizes his/her place in
the texture of the symbolic narrative." ( SLAVOJ ZIZEK, In his bold gaze my ruin is
writ large, in: SLAVOJ ZIZEK (ed.), Everything you always wanted to know about
Lacan, but were afraid to ask Hitchcock, London/New York 1992, 243).

20) Today the names under which this fabulalsyuzhet-distinction features
in narrative theory and beyond are many; for a good, though older discussion
of available terminology - the French original was first published in 1983! — see:
GISRARD GENETTE, Narrative discourse revisited, Ithaca, New York 1990, 13-20.

21) The shift from the first, spontaneous question of what happens next to the
later pensive question of what is this has also been observed in the plotting of
stories in comics by WILL EISNER, Comics & sequential art, expanded ed., Tamarac,
Florida 1985: "The fundamental function of comic (strip and book) art to com-
municate ideas and/or stories by means of words and pictures involves the move-
ment of certain images (such as people and things) through space. To deal with the
capture or encapsulation of these events in the flow of the narrative, they must be
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tivate a story's audience through suspense, but surprise. Thus, the tech-
nical approach to parataxis reveals the psychological effect of parataxis
on the audience. Its most obvious, and most irritating, aspect is that the
purely temporal succession of a story's elements in the course of its plot
makes causality the audience's problem.22) In other words, the authorial
strategy of a paratactic plot challenges recipients with the task of trans-
lating the plot into a story with cause and effect.23) If the heuristic dis-
tinction between story and plot is applied to the composite structure of a
gahiU qasida its paratactic structure becomes a phenomenon on the tech-
nical level of the plot, but no longer serves as an argument for the poem's
lack of a coherent story.

Within today's culture, paratactic structures are most often en-
countered as visual sequentiality in comics that are a sequence of single
images separated from each other by a more or less empty space.24) Se-
quentiality in comics is instructive regarding the logical relationship be-

broken up into sequenced segments. These segments are called panels or frames.
They do not correspond exactly to cinematic frames. They are part of the creative
process, rather than a result of the technology. ... The sequential artist 'sees' for
the reader because it is inherent to narrative art that the requirement on the
viewer is not so much analysis as recognition. The task then is to arrange the
sequence of events (or pictures) so as to bridge the gaps in action. Given these, the
reader may fill in the intervening events from experience." (38).

22) For the important logical distinction between temporal succession and
causality see: «le ressort de 1'activite narrative est la confusion meme de la conse-
cution et de la consequence, ce qui vient apres etant lu dans le recit comme cause
par\ le recit serait, dans ce cas, une application systematique de Terreur logique
denoncee par la scolastique sous la formulepost hoc, ergo propter hoc, qui pourrait
bien etre la devise du Destin, dont le recit n'est en somme que la «langue»;» (Ro-
LAND BARTHES, Introduction a analyse structurale des recits, in: Communi-
cations 8 (1966), 1-27,10).

23) "Arabic poetry, and this is a feature which it shares with some surahs of the
Qur*an, is not at pains to explicate connections between statements, themes, im-
ages or passages: it contents itself with the careful arrangement of its contents and
expects the connections to be made by the auditor (or reader)." (MONTGOMERY:
The vagaries, 86).

24) For the definition of comics as sequential art see: SCOTT MCULOUD, Under-
standing comics. The invisible art, New York 1994: '"comics turn up all over when
sequential art is employed as a definition, com-ics (kom'iks) n.plural in form, used
with a singular verb. 1. Juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate se-
quence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in
the viewer" (20).
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tween causality and closure. A plot that is organized without causation
will end without causation, at which point the lack of causation will be
perceived as a lack of closure, although it may well be a gap, left open for
the reader's interpretation.25) In comics — as in modern fictional litera-
ture - the plot can be brought to a halt without providing the story's clo-
sure.26) In Charles Schultz' Charlie Brown comic strips or Raymond
Carver's short stories, a paratactic structure or a lack of closure on the
plot level is not used to argue that these are non-narrative literary texts
without proper stories. Similarly, the paratactic plot of a pre-Islamic
qaslda presents its complete story, with the poetic narrative's complete-
ness unimpaired by the absence of plot closure.

The interrelated issues of causality and closure lead back to the tech-
nical question of how motivation is achieved. Because a plot organized
through a paratactic structure expects the audience to establish sensible
links between the different elements of the story, the interdependency be-
tween a character's motivation and the conventions of literary genres is
now perceived as a problem, rather than a solution: Is Othello a tragedy
because of Desdemona's murder, or must Othello kill Desdemona because
the play is a tragedy? With regard to the pre-Islamic qaslda, these ques-

25) For the term 'closure' in the theory of comics see: McCLOUD: Understand-
ing comics: "This phenomenon of observing the parts but perceiving the whole has
a name. It's called closure. In our daily lives, we often commit closure, mentally
completing that which is incomplete based onpast experience!9 (63); "Comics panels
fracture both time and space, offering & jagged, staccato rhythm of unconnected mo-
ments. But closure allows us to connect these moments and mentally construct con-
tinuous, unified reality. If visual iconography is the vocabulary of comics, closure is
its grammar!9 (67).

26) For the contemporary perception of the absence of closure see, for
example: "This loose ending ... can convey both the fluidity of time and the par-
ticular of circumstance, letting us appreciate the story as a small dot on the con-
tinuum of human experience." (E. ANNIE PROULX, Introduction, in: KATRINA
KBNISON/E. ANNIE PROULX (eds.), The best American short stories 1997, Boston/
New York 1997, xiii-xvii, xiii); „Der gestalt- und sinnauflösende entropische Sog,
der, nach dem Zerfall der metaphysischen und ideologischen Überbauten, ungefil-
tert das individuelle Selbstverständnis ergreift, zeigt sich in der erzählenden
Prosa in der Unmöglichkeit des optimalen, problemlösenden Abschlusses. ... Das
Ende erscheint als Abbruch oder Unterbrechung, vielleicht auch als Atempause,
als Lähmung, Schock, Moment der Erschöpfung oder Neubesinnung und nicht
selten als eine Illusion." (DIETER WELLERSHOFF, Das Schimmern der Schlangen-
haut. Existentielle und formale Aspekte des literarischen Textes, Frankfurt/Main
1996,137-138 (edition suhrkamp, NF 1991)).
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tions would become whether the love lament of a male lyrical ego27) who
travels the desert to find final consolation in praising his people and as-
persing rivals makes the poem a qasida, or whether the literary genre
qasida makes the warrior first whine, then wander in the wilderness, and
finally vilify others and extol himself28)

Pre-Islamic qasidas as heroic or lyric poetry

The pre-Islamic qasida bridges the breach of tradition between gaki-
liya and medieval Islam. The poems were preserved in sources that were
compiled 150 to 200 years after their composition. They began to play an
important role within the medieval Arabo-Isiamic episteme and were
considered, next to the Koran, the very epitome of Arabic poetry and elo-
quence. Nevertheless, only very few Arabic sources or archaeological
relics of pre-Islamic Arabia have been preserved. The pre-Islamic qaslda
therefore occupies a contested spot within the field of Islamic and Arabic
studies because this literary genre is important for both the formation of
a medieval Arabo-Islamic identity and for the development of modern
Western research on so-called classical Islam.29)

In the 19th century, Arabic and Islamic studies emerged as a disci-
pline, distinct from those scholarly endeavors aimed at Christian pros-
elytization. Difficulties posed by the pre-Islamic qasida functioned as
catalysts in this process. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, European

27) For the observation that there is no known qasida with a female lyrical ego
because the greatest part of the preserved pre-Islamic poetry written by women is
elegiac poetry (rita) see: WAGNER: Grundzüge, I, 31, note 3.

28) For this interdependent relationship see: CULLER: The pursuit of signs,
183-184. Moreover, compare the description of this chicken/egg question within
the context of Lacanian psychoanalysis: "while it is true that any object can oc-
cupy the empty place of the Thing, it can do so only by means of the illusion that it
was always there, L e. that it was not placed there by us but found there as an
'answer of the real.'" (SLAVOJ ZIZEK, Looking awry. An introduction to Jacques
Lacan through popular culture, Cambridge, Mass./London 1991, 33).

29) The following survey is based on: JAROSLAV STETKEVYCH, Arabic poetry
and assorted poetics, in: MALCOLM H. KERR (ed.), Islamic studies. A tradition and
its problems, Malibu, California 1980, 103-123 (Giorgio Levi Delia Vida Confer-
ences, 7); JACOBI: Allgemeine Charakteristik, 7-31; MICHAEL SELLS, The qasida
and the west. Self-reflective stereotype and critical encounter, in: Al-eArabiyya, 20
(1987), 307-357; BAUER: Altarabische Dichtkunst, I, 245-247; SHACKLE/SPERL:
Introduction, 5-10.
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Arabists were well trained in the classics and the Romantic literary tradi-
tion and thus already acquainted with both contemporary lyric poetry
and the Greek and Latin epics and odes when they started studying gahili
qasidas. But the aesthetic categories of classical antiquity and Romanti-
cism were not appropriate for these texts, and hence the pre-Islamic qasi-
da's aesthetic pleasures and qualities seemed inaccessible: Why did Arabs
cherish gahili poetry? In addition, since the Arabic literary tradition did
not start with an Arabic version of the Homeric epos,30) it was impossible
to construct the emergence of Arabic literature in accordance with the
model provided by classical Greek literature. WILHELM AHLWARDT
(1822-1909) published Über Poesie und Poetik der Araber in 1856, and
THEODOR NÖLDEKE (1836-1930) hisBeiträge zur Kenntnis der Poesie der
alten Araber in 1864. Both subsequently turned their back on this poetry.
AHLWARDT catalogued the Arabic manuscripts in Berlin, and NÖLDEKE
doubted whether the efforts spent on studying these texts were yielding
sufficient results. Consequently, the next generation of scholars did
not approach the corpus of pre-Islamic poetry as a corpus of aesthetic
texts. JULIUS WELLHAUSEN (1844-1918) maintained an historian's atti-
tude to this corpus, which he used as historic documents, comparable to
Greek and Latin inscriptions. IGNAZ GOLDZIHER (1850-1921) searched
the poetic texts for clues about Arabic religion, magic, and myth before
the advent of Islam. CARL BROCKELMANN (1868-1956) followed AHL-
WARDT'S example by concentrating on the Geschichte der arabischen Lit-
teratur (Grundwerk was published 1898-1902 and Supplements 1937-1942)
because one first had to know the full extent of the preserved material be-
fore one could judge its characteristics.

30) A Syriac translation of Homer by Theophilos of Edessa (died 785), a Maro-
nite astrologer in the service of al-Mahdi, is mentioned by BAR HEBRÄUS, Historia
compendiosa dynastiarvm, ed. and trans, into Latin by EDWARD POCOCKE, Lon-
don 1663: "wa-kana Ti'ufil... wa-naqala kitäbai Umirus as-säcir ealä fath madmat
Iliyun fi qadim ad-dahr min al-Yunaniya ilä as-Suryaniya bi-gäbat mä yaküna
min al-fasäha" (228); compare POCOCKE'S Latin translation: ibid., p. 148. This
Homer translation, however, is lost (ANTON BAUMSTARK, Geschichte der syrischen
Literatur mit Ausschluß der christlich-palästinensischen Texte, Bonn 1922, 341).
Even though POCOCKE'S edition of BAR HEBRÄUS was accessible to European
scholars in the 19th century, their conceptual problem of understanding the emerg-
ence of Arabic literature within a model derived from the development of Greek
and Latin literature was not solved by Homer's faint traces in Syriac. On the
contrary, these only exacerbate the problem. That single lines of the Homeric epos
survived in Syriac literature can be sufficiently explained by the trickle-down effect
of a highly esteemed Homeric heritage through Byzantine Greek (ibid., 341, note 4).
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Only after World War I was the pre-Islamic qasida again subjected to
literary criticism. In 1932, ILSE LICHTERNSTÄDTER'S article Der Nastb
der altarabischen Qaside appeared in Islamica. Shortly thereafter, in
1937, GUSTAVE VON GRÜNEBAUM (1909-1972) began his career with Die
Wirklichkeitsweite der früh-arabischen Dichtung, which belonged to his
enterprise of elevating Arabic literary studies to the methodological level
of literary studies in European languages. But it was not until 1971 that
RENATE JACOBI applied Emil Staiger's categories of epic, drama, and
lyric to the pre-Islamic qasida in her Studien zur Poetik der altarabischen
Qaside. In the same decade, MICHAEL ZWETTLER'S The oral tradition of
classical Arabic poetry marked the arrival of the Parry/Lord thesis to
the field of Arabic studies. Around 15 years later, three publications in-
augurated new methodological approaches to interpreting gahill poetry.
In 1992, in his thesis Altarabische Dichtkunst: Eine Untersuchung ihrer
Struktur und Entwicklung am Beispiel der Onagerperiode, THOMAS BAUER
argued that because of intertextuality, pre-Islamic poetry is a corpus
of medieval poesie formelle and therefore comparable to Troubadour lyric
and not to Romantic lyric poetry. A year later, SUZANNE R STET-
KEVYCH'S The mute immortals speak: Pre-Islamic poetry and late poetics
of ritual proposed that the combination of structural anthropology with
J. L. Austin's theory of speech acts allows an understanding of the pre-Is-
lamic qasida as a mythopoetic structure. Also in 1993, JAROSLAV STET-
KEVYCH presented a comparatist study, The Zephyrs ofNajd: The poetics
of nostalgia in the classical Arabic nasib, in which he tried to rehabilitate
the qasida as lyric poetry comparable to Paul Celan's lyric poetry after
Auschwitz. The concepts of oral poetry and nostalgic remembrance were
in 1997 rejected by JAMES E. MONTGOMERY in The vagaries of the qasi-
dah: The tradition and practice of early Arabic poetry. He contended that
close attention to the poems' linguistic details reveals that the majority
of pre-Islamic qasidas was composed as pseudo-oral and non-nomadic
poetry in a pre-Islamic sedentary milieu for a Bedouin elite.

Today the field of qasida research is in motion,31) yet the debate is still
determined by the primary decision of taking these texts as either lyric or
epic poetry. In either case, the poems are said to have a composite struc-
ture that defies coherence and hence narrative on the level of the texts

31) See for instance this very recent statement about the development of the
gahili qasida: "Some odes seem to be conceived as a narrative sequence from begin-
ning to end." (Qasida (RENATE JACOBI), in: Encyclopedia of Arabic literature,
London/New York 1998, 630-633: 631).
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themselves.32) Moreover, the dominance of the concepts of lyric poetry ä
la Goethe and epic poetry a la Homer is in no way particular to the fields
of Arabic and Islamic studies,33) On the one side, there are, for example,
S. R STBTKBVYCH andMoNTGOMEBY. S. P. STBTKBVYCH perceives her-
oic ethos in the poems' ideology:

I will claim for the Arabic panegyric qasida what most recently David Quint,
building on Thomas Greene's concept of "epic continuity", has claimed for the
European epic, i.e., that the continuity of this literary genre encodes and trans-
mits an ideology of empire, or, more precisely for the qasida, of Arabo-Islamic
rule.34)

While MONTGOMERY identifies heroic ethos in the poems' amatory
passages:

The chasteness of the language used to refer to the physical act of love is held
to be a feature of pre-Islamic love poetry in general, and is one it shares with
Tuareg verse and the Homeric epics.35)

On the other side are those, such as BAUER, for whom the qasida's
value lies in its lyric sentiment:

32) The insistence on the pre-Islamic qasida's incoherent and non-narrative
structure has occasionally led to surprisingly acerbic statements. J. STETKEVYCH
observes that "The rising zeal to discover unity in the classical Arabic qaslddh ... is
too obviously simplistic, and its validity is at best .that of a preliminary strategy."
(Zephyrs of Najd, 6). MONTGOMERY notes that "his [i.e. G. J. H. von Gelder's]
rather negative appraisal the 'cult' of 'organic unity' in modern research, es-
pecially Western, - a 'cult' which gathered its impetus as a 'reaction formation' of
the copious, damning, and often jejune judgments passed on the aesthetic worth
of Medieval Arabic verse - can now, with hindsight, be understood as a protest
against the excessive application to Arabic verse of what might be termed 'trendy'
theories of literary appreciation, were it not for the fact that by the time they had
been imported into the field of Middle Eastern Studies they had been discarded as
obsolete elsewhere." (On the unity and disunity, 271).

33) "Indeed, it's the neglect of the contemporary that I find most problematic
in the academic criticism ... Like our standard 'classical' concert repertoire, our
poetry canon continues to privilege the nineteenth century." (MARJORIE PER-
LOFF, Poetic license. Essays on modernist and postmodernist lyric, Evanston, Illi-
nois 1990, 25).

34) SUZANNE P. STETKEVYCH: Umayyad panegyric and the poetics of Islamic
hegemony. Al-Akhtal's Khaffa al-qatlnu ("Those that dwelt with you have left in
haste"), in: Journal of Arabic Literature, 28 (1997), 89-122, 89-90.

35) MONTGOMERY: The vagaries, 76.
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die altarabischen Dichter [waren] durchaus in der Lage, Erfahrungen, Gefühle
und Konflikte auf eine Weise zu gestalten, die auch uns Heutige durch alle
Konventionalität hindurch emotional anzusprechen vermag. Auch jene Art
subjektiv nachvollziehbarer „Tiefe" ist also in der altarabischen Dichtung
durchaus vorhanden. Dieser Aspekt ist die wichtigste Ergänzung zur Charak-
terisierung der altarabischen Dichtung als Spielart einer poesie formelle **)

The debate on whether gahili poems qualify as epic or lyric poetry is
intensified by the fact that we have practically no information about
most gahili poets other than the poems attached to their names. The ob-
vious weakness of the available biographical data is converted into a
strength through a heuristic strategy that combines elements of formal-
ist close-reading with elements of structural anthropology: The lack of
concrete historical evidence first justifies focusing on the qasida itself. It
then leads to the interpretation of the rather unspecific historical context
as a generally human context, so that actitivities described in pre-Islamic
poetry are transformed from socially determinate acts into archetypal
human acts, be they heroic or lyric.37)

The common feature of all recent scholarship is a construction of co-
herence on a meta-level. BAUER and J. STBTKBVYCH use parataxis to
legitimize the isolated analysis of onager-topos or nasib, and both claim
that the results of their research are relevant for the whole qasida because
of a micro/macro-cosmos relationship between the entire poem and its
parts.38) By contrast, HASSAN EL-BANNA Ezz AL-DIN and MONTGO-
MERY argue that poetic validity and inner logic hold the qaslda's compos-
ite structures together. Ezz AL-DiN takes as his starting point the syllo-
gism that, since warfare is a central theme of oral poetry, and pre-Islamic
Arabic poetry is oral poetry, then warfare is a central theme of pre-Is-

36) BAUER: Altarabische Dichtung, 1,270.
37) „Indem er [i. e. >Strukturalisnms< der von Northrop Freye und Claude

Levi-Strauss inaugurierten Richtungen] die Befunde der strukturalistischen
Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft als archaische, im literarischen Mythos ver-
kleidete anthropologische Konstanten auslegt, was ihm nicht selten nur mit Hilfe
einer offensichtlichen Allegorisierung der Texte gelingt, reduziert er einerseits das
geschichtliche Dasein auf Strukturen einer urtümlichen gesellschaftlichen Natur,
die Dichtung andererseits auf den mythischen oder symbolischen Ausdruck dieser
konstanten Gesellschaftsformen" (ÜANS ROBERT JAUSS, Literaturgeschichte als
Provokation, [Konstanz] 1967, 63-64 (Konstanzer Universitätsreden, 3)).

38) BAUER: Altarabische Dichtkunst, I, 64 and 74-75; J. STETKEVYCH:
Zephyrs ofNajd, 5 and 50.
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lamic Arabic poetry.39) In his research on the motif of the departing
woman, he argues for a structural typology revealing the ethics of
tribal warfare as the inner logic unifying the poem's different parts: "al-
harb >al-tarihiya< hunä bi-matäba dam a li-l-kalam ean al-harb >al-haq-
iqlya<"40) MONTGOMERY prefers "philology tempered by a demand for,
though not obsession with, historicity" to "any single, modish methodo-
logical filter."41) Accordingly, he provides a wealth of lingustic in-
formation to support his interpretations. Comparing distinct versions of
one poem, MONTGOMERY concludes: "each is blessed with its own inner
dynamic and logic, and this does not suggest corruption."42) S. P. STET-
KEVYCH herself goes much further, because she constructs a meta-nar-
rative for an essentially paratactic poem: "the 'semantic core' of the
poem generated a prose narrative, equally ritual in structure."43)

At this point, approaching parataxis in pre-Islamic poetry as a nar-
rative strategy offers two advantages. The heightened awareness of
a story's technical aspects functions as a methodological safety valve
against the intentional fallacy. The non-psychological analysis of a story's
plot interferes with any projection of an intention - be it the poet's or the
male lyrical ego's as the poet's alter ego - onto a pre-Islamic qasida to ex-
plain its poetic validity and inner logic on psychological meta-level. Fur-
thermore, the heuristic distinction between story and plot reveals the on-
tological difference between the story of a lover crying about his absent
beloved, and the interpretation of this story as the metanarrative of an
archetypal experience of loss. The question of the story can be answered
within the poem itself without immediately resorting to the ulterior

39) HASAN AL-BANNA AL-ÜIN for HASSAN EL-BANNA Ezz AL-ÜIN, Si'nyat
al-harb einda al-Arab qabla al-Islam. Qasidat al-zaWin namüdagan, Riyadh 21998:
"amä al-alaqa al-mubasara baina maudu* al-sifahiga wa-maudu al-harb fi al-sir
al-gahill fa-ta'tl min igma al-bahitlna fi al-sifr al-sifahl €alä anna-hu min simät
hädä al-sir kaunu-hu sicran batulan; bi-manan anna al-harb tumattilu fi-hi
mihwäran raisan" (8). Compare: HASSAN EL-BANNA Ezz AL-ÜIN, "No solace for
the heart." The motif of the departing women in the pre-Islamic battle ode, in:
S. P. STETKBVYCH (ed.): Reorientations, 165-179, 165; the monograph Sirlyat
al-harb is a continuation of the article.

40) AL-DiN: Si'riyat al-harb, 91.
41) MONTGOMEBY: The vagaries, v.
42) ibid., 25; compare: "Poetically all of these are valid and consistent. They

do not suggest a defective tradition or a copyist's corruptions." (ibid., 38).
43) S. P. STETKEVYCH: Pre-Islamic panegyric, 42.
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meaning of the story's meta-narrative. There is no need to immediately
elevate the tale of a wimpy hero who successfully overcomes a personal
crisis to the gahiU variation of a superhero-archtype.

The written version of Mufaddaliya XCVII

Despite the controversy over S. R STETKEVYCH'S thesis of the qaslda
as the aesthetic recreation of heroic archetypes - gift exchange and sea-
sonal rites of passage44) - all scholars agree that the pre-Islamic qaslda is
a literary genre, comprising poems of differing length that are only for-
mally held together through unchanging meter and rhyme. The preserved
material represents a very sophisticated literary tradition of learned
poetry.45) The consensus also holds that the majority of the preserved

44) A good summary of S. P. STETKEVYCH'S understanding of the qasida as a
ternary archetype is provided by J. STETKEVYCH: Zephyrs of Najd, 41-42. To a
certain extent S. P. STETKEVYCH'S interpretation of the qaslda combines speech-
act theory with observations about the poetic material's ritualistic aspects that
were earlier suggested by HAMOEI: Medieval Arabic literature, 17-19 and 23-29.

For arguments against such a ritualistic interpretation of the qaslda see:
WAGNER: Grundzüge, 159-160; JULIE S. MEISAMI, Review of S. E Stetkevych,
Abu Tammäm and the poetics of the eAbbasid age ..., in: Journal of Arabic Litera-
ture, 25 (1994), 66-76: 68 and 74. For a very general expression of disagreement
with „die sich als modern und fortschrittlich gefallenden Interpreten" see:
BAUER: Altarabische Dichtkunst, I, 256-257 and 263.

45) That pre-Islamic poetry is comparable to medieval French poesie formelle
because of the qasida's conventionality which then in turn allows playing off the
genre's common topoi is argued by BAUER: Altarabische Dichtkunst, I, 259-260.
BAUER claims this conventionality as the effect of an intertextuality that, fur-
thermore, is the „Hauptunterschied zwischen ihr [i. e. der altarabischen Dichtung]
und der neuzeitlich-abendländischen Dichtung" (1259). See also THOMAS BAUER,
Formel und Zitat. Zwei Spielarten von Intertextualität in der altarabischen
Dichtung, in: Journal of Arabic Literature, 24 (1993), 117-138: 125, note 8. Here
BAUER declares that his understanding of intertextuality is defined in opposition
to the term's 'poststructural' understanding, because for him intertextuality is
limited to literary allusions intended by the author and relevant to the text's
content.

For a very different perception of intertextuality in contemporary literary
theory compare: "A maj or point on which there would be agreement is that literary
works are to be considered not as autonomous entities, 'organic wholes', but as in-
tertextual constructs: sequences which have meaning in relation to other texts
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written texts can be considered authentic pre-Islamic documents, gener-
ated in the context of tribal oral poetry.46)

But the issue of a gahili qasida's transmission and ensuing textual
condition cannot be dismissed from a discussion of the poem's structure,
which can only be based on the text of a poem preserved by the written
Arabo-Islamic tradition. The issue is all the more important because of
the generally accepted assumption of the qasida's paratactic and conse-
quently non-narrative structure on the level of the text itself. Any judg-
ment on a poem's text has to be confined to its lexical and syntactic fea-
tures. There is no way to support any argument concerning the poem's
coherence with a qasida's textual evidence as long as the poem's verses are
considered pearls at random strung.4"1) Moreover, the assumption that
pre-Islamic poems have been preserved through a process of oral and
written transmission over a time span of around 200 years constitutes a
methodological problem because a text's authenticity is evaluated on the

which they take up, cite, parody, refute, or generally transform. A text can only be
read in relation to other texts, and it is made possible by the codes which animate
the discursive space of a culture." ( CULLER: The pursuit of signs, 38).

46) A very balanced, though skeptical summary of the consensus can be found
in JACOBI: Allgemeine Charakteristik, 20-23, especially 21.

47) For a positivist approach to this problem see: BAUER: Altarabische Dicht-
kunst, I, 7-9. Within the context of his discussion of the authenticity problem
BAUER issues a strong caveat against tinkering with the transmitted texts, es-
pecially against a precipitate rearrangement of lines: „Selbst dann, wenn man mit
der gegebenen Versfolge zunächst nicht viel anfangen kann, sollte man vorab ge-
wissenhaft prüfen, ob der Text nicht doch in der überlieferten Gestalt einen Sinn
ergibt." (8). But BAUER does not explain who provides these criteria of sense and
sensibility: the pre-Islamic poet, the Muslim compiler, or the modern scholar?

For an explicit anti-philological position with an amazingly similar outcome
see: MOHAMMED A. BAMIYEH, The social origins of Islam. Mind, economy, dis-
course, London/Minneapolis 1999: "I followed the rendition offered in the compi-
lation generally considered to be the most reliable,... although neither blindly nor
to the extent that concerns of transcription, order, or matters of otherwise pure
historicist detail could derail the reflective nature of the commentary" (xiii). After
having debunked philology as part and parcel of academic Orientalism, BAMIYEH
reserves for himself the right to overrule his sources for the sake of his own argu-
ment. Yet he criticizes SULIMAN BASHEAB and PATRICIA CRONE for a similar lack
of self-reflection: "In the revisionist school, discoveries are not made by marshal-
ing in new 'facts' about the origins of Islam but by recombining and contrasting a
variety of tales pervading well-known classical sources. But according to what
logic and what order of selection are such recombinations and contrasts con-
ducted? What validity do their criteria possess?" (viii).
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basis of its sound and uninterrupted transmission. In addition to the spe-
cifically philological aspects of textual transmission, this assumption
touches on the far greater problem of how to describe the relation be-
tween pre-Islamic tribal Arabia and the Islamic cities in Iraq at the be-
ginning of the "Abbasid caliphate: the discontinuity between the hard-
ships of pagan desert life and the sophistication of monotheistic city life,
or the continuity of an essentially tribal Islamic ethics because of Islam's
emergence in a tribal society.48)

The question of how the preservation of pre-Islamic and early Islamic
texts was actually achieved during the first two centuries of Islamic his-
tory is of central importance, yet still not satisfactorily answered. The cur-
rent and well-founded agreement that pre-Islamic poetry has to be under-
stood as a form of oral poetry does not account for the fact that, from a
certain point onwards, gahili qasidas were committed to writing: oral
poetry became written poetry. That such a transformation must be of con-
sequence to the aesthetic texts themselves is the logical implication of the
meanwhile generally accepted observation that oral poetry is essentially
different from written poetry.49) Only after the conversion from orally
transmitted to written texts did gahiU qasldas become a part of the blos-
soming Arabo-Islamic culture at the 'Abbasid court. However, the status of
pre-Islamic poetry within the context of Arabic tribal culture cannot be
deduced from the absorption of these poems into the high culture of so-
called classical Islam. Even though a poem's aesthetic quality is not simply
the result of its social conditions, an understanding of the connection be-
tween an aesthetic text and its historical environment is crucial for illumi-
nating this text's historicity. But this endeavor is necessarily limited by the
historical data that are available for an aesthetic text in the first place.

48) As just one recent example for the relevance of the historical frame of ref-
erence for the interpretation of pre-Islamic poetry see: MICHAEL A. SELLS, Desert
tracings. Six classic Arabian odes by 'Alqama, Shanfara, Labid, *Antara, Al-Afsha,
and Shu al-Rumma, Middletown, CT 1989 (Wesleyan poetry in translation).
SELLS states that "The origin, authorship, and transmission of this poetry, so
finely developed by the time of its recording, remain a mystery" (3), and yet the
very same mystery is the basis of his conclusion that "By the second century of
Islam, the classical tradition of Arabic poetry was on the verge of a major change.
Poetry was now composed in the new cities of Islam rather than in the deserts of
the bedouin. The new religion, writing, philosophy, and the multicultural world of
the city were among the converging pressures that were to bring about the first
major transformation of the qasida" (67).

49) WALTEE J. ONG, Orality and literacy. The technologizing of the word, Lon-
don/New York 1988,139-155 (New accents).
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In the case of Mufaddallya XCVII, there is no independent in-
formation about its author Bisr b. Abi Häzim al-Asadi besides nine other
qasidas and numerous fragments.50) The philologists Abu cAmr b. eAla*
(died 770) and al-Asmaci (died 831) regarded Bisr b. Abi Häzim al-Asadi
as one of thefuhul, while already al-Gahiz (died 869) was rather doubtful
about Bisr's historical existence.51) The meager facts describe a poet fa-
mous in his day, though historical facts about his life were not trans-
mitted together with his poetry. FUAT SEZGIN, nevertheless, is bold
enough to propose that Bisr was born between 535 and 560, and died after
600.52) The qaslda itself a tripartite poem with nasib, rahil and fahr,
composed in the meter wäfir, and rhyming on -rau.53) In written form, it
first appeared in theMufaddallyat, one of the earliest collections ofgahili

50) For general information and further references about Bisr see: REGIS
BLACHÄRE, Histoire de la litterature arabe des origines a la fin du XV* siede de
J.-C., 3 vols, Paris 1952-1966, II, 263-264; OSKAR RESCHEE, Abriß der arabischen
Literaturgeschichte, Osnabrück 1983, 75-77 (Gesammelte Werke, 1); FUAT SEZ-
GIN, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums. Band 2: Poesie, Leiden 1975, 53-54
and 211-212; HARTIGAN: Bisr, 284-294; Bishr b. Abi Khäzim (W. J. FÜCK), in: En-
cyclopaedia of Islam, Leiden 21960,1, 1241.

For modern collections of poetry ascribed to Bisr see: BISR: Dlwän\ GUSTAVE
VON GRUNEBAUM, Bishr b. abi Khäzim. Collections of fragments, in: Journal of
the Royal Asiatic Society, 1939, 535-567.

For more recent praise of Bisr's poetry and versions of his conjectured bi-
ography see: Bishr ibn Abi Khäzim (THOMAS BAUER), in: Encyclopedia of Arabic
literature, London/New York 1998,153; MONTGOMERY: The vagaries, 166-167.

51) "wa-in käna Bisr b. Abi Häzim wa-hä'ulä'i alladma dakartum qad eayanu
inqadäd al-kawäkib fa-laisa bi-mustankarin an taküna känat irhäsan li-man lam
yuhbir ean-ha wa-yuhtaggu bi-hä li-nafsi-hi" Whether Bisr b. Abi Häzim has lived -
and those whom you mentioned saw the onrush of shooting stars [i. e. singles lines
of poetry] -, one cannot pretend not to know that they are out there - they are a foun-
dation for one who did not report about them and proves himself with them (ABU

€AMR B. BAHR AL-Glmz, Kitab al-hayawan, 8 vols, ed. by !Ä.BD AL-SALAM
MUHAMMAD HARUN, [n.p.] 21965-1969, VI, 278 lines 3-5).

52) SEZGIN: Poesie, 211-212.
53) For an argument that takes monorhyme and monometer as mnemonic de-

vices, which guarantee the authenticity of the transmitted pre-Islamic poems,
even if there was no development of specific mnemonic techniques within the
Arabo-Islamic civilization, see: GREGOR SCHOELER, Charakter und Authentie der
muslimischen Überlieferung über das Leben Mohammads, Berlin/New York 1996,
8-9, especially 8, note 12 (Beihefte zur Sprache, Geschichte und Kultur des Isla-
mischen Orients, 14). The argument, however, does not address the question of
whether the oral transmitters ofgahitt poetry understood poems as fixed texts.
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poetry compiled in the second half of the eighth century. Within the an-
thology Mufaddaliya XCVII is the second of four qasidas attributed to
Bisr. The compilation of pre-Islamic and early Islamic poetry is ascribed
to the Kufan philologist al-Mufaddal b. Muhammad b. Yacla ad-Dabbi
who died between 784 and 787.54)

In accordance with our current knowledge about teaching practices in
medieval Muslim societies, JACOBI assumes that al-Mufaddal dictated his
collection of poems to his students.55) Her reasonable assumption poses
considerable problems for the Mufaddallyat textual condition. If al-
Mufaddal used written notes to dictate his collection these constituted
his autograph and would form the starting point of the Mufaddallyat^
stemma. But it is likewise possible that al-Mufaddal was not relying on
any written notes so that the Mufaddallyat^ stemma began with the dif-
ferent notes taken by his students.56) Five different recensions of the col-
lection are known, and three of which have been preserved. CHARLES J.
LYALL edited the oldest preserved recension by Muhammad b. al-Qasim
al-Anbari (died 940), and the oldest manuscript that he consulted was a

54) For general information and further references about the Mufaddallyat
and its author see: SBZGIN: Poesie, 53-54; al-Mufacldal al-Dabbi (!LSE LICHTEN-
STÄDTBB), in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Leiden 21993, VII, 305-306; al-Mufadda-
liyät (RENATE JACOBI), in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, Leiden 21993, VII, 306-308.

55) al-Mufaddaliyät (RENATE JACOBI): 307a. How dictation was used for the
teaching ofhadlt and adab see: GEORGE MAKDISI, The rise of humanism in classi-
cal Islam and the Christian West, with special reference to scholasticism, Edin-
burgh 1990, 213 and 215-216.

56) An overview of the specific problems of textual criticism in the field of
Arabic studies is provided by JAN JUST WITKAM, Establishing the stemma. Fact
or fiction, in: Manuscripts of the Middle East, 3 (1988), 88-101. WITKAM, however,
explicitly notes that he did not discuss the problems related to the medieval trans-
mission and collation of texts originated through an oral tradition, as for instance
gahill poetry (ibid., 98).

In regard to West European languages the codicological examination of a
medieval text's preserved manuscripts is considered the more important the less is
known about its origins. For the practice of interpreting manuscripts as historical
documents for the social contexts of literary practice see: JOACHIM BUMKE, Ge-
schichte der mittelalterlichen Literatur als Aufgabe, Düsseldorf 1991, 41-42 (Vor-
träge der Rheinisch-Westfälischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Geisteswissen-
schaften, 309).

Since I did not conduct a close examination of all preserved manuscripts re-
lated to the Mufaddallyat, there is, of course, a chance that one contains a refer-
ence to an asl or umm that the secondary sources do not mention.
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dated fragment from the 11th century.57) Despite the gap of some hundred
years between al-MufaddaFs date of death and the oldest preserved manu-
script of his compilation, the codicological basis oftheMufaddaKyät is far
superior to the codicological basis of Bisr's dlwan, which is only preserved
in two undated miscellanies that were copied in the 13th or 14th century.58)

The ahbär accompanying the origins of the Mufaddaliyaf show factual
discrepancies, so they cannot provide indisputable evidence.59) Nonethe-
less, they are the most important historical evidence for MufaddaUya
XCVII. The ahbär mention the anthology's function and use and thus
contain implicit information about the criteria that determined the
written form of the qasida's preserved versions. Every poem preserved in
an anthology has been subjected to two critical activities, choosing and
editing, since otherwise an anthology presents just a random selection of
random texts. The discovery of editorship is one of the side-effects of the
emergence of a written tradition.60) Accordingly, the ahbär stress al-Muff-
addal's reliability as a truthful räwiya.^1) The praise leads to three con-

57) For a discussion of the manuscripts that LYALL collated see: LYALL (ed.),
Diwan al-Mufaddallyät, xiii-xxv; the oldest manuscript dated 427 H. is described
on page xiii. For an overview of the known manuscripts and recensions see: SEZ-
GIN: Poesie, 54; sl-Wluf&ddaliyät (RENATE JACOBI), 307.

58) BISE: Diwan, xxxviii-xl; but note also the different approximated dating
of the mss. in SEZGIN: Poesie, 212.

59) For a detailed overview about the ahbär concerning the compilation of the
Mufaddallyät see: al-Mufaddaliyät (RENATE JACOBI), 306-307.

60) For the decisive role of a written tradition as the prerequisite for a devel-
opment of the concept of a poet who is not identified with the poem's performer
or its editor see: „Schritt von der Mündlichkeit zur Schriftlichkeit... die entschei-
dende Bedeutung dieses Schrittes [besteht] nicht etwa in der Einführung des
Erzählers, der als solcher ja gerade auf die ,oral tradition* verweist, sondern in
der Entdeckung der ,role of authorshipc, also in der historischen Konstitution
einer Handlungsrolle schreibender Autor4." (RAINER WARNING, Formen nar-
rativer Identitätskonstitution im höfischen Roman, in: ODO MARQUARD/KARL-
HEINZ STIERLE (eds.), Identität, Munich 1979, 553-589, 575 (Poetik und Herme-
neutik, 8).

61) See, for example: "Abu eAbd ar-Rahmän ad-Dabbi ar-räwiya al-adib an-
nahwi al-lugawi käna min akäbir 'ulamä* al-Küfa 'äliman bi-l-afebär wa-s-sier wa-
l-'Arabiya" Abu eAbd ar-Rahmän ad-Dabbl - transmitter, man of letters, grammar-
ian, and philologist - was one of the great scholars from Kufa, well versed in the his-
torical traditions, poetry, and Arabic (YÄQÜT . ALLAH AL-HAMAWI, Irsäd
al-arib ilä ma'rifat al-adlb, ed. by D. S. MARGOLIOUTH, 7 vols, London 1907-1927,
VII, 171 lines 9-10 (E. J. W. Gibb memorial series)); "wasala al-Mufaddal bi-ham-
sina alfan li-sidqi-hi wa-sihhat riwayati-hi" he [i. e. the caliph al-Mahdi] bestowed
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elusions. First, even after 750, new poetry was written in gahili style and
presented as gahili poetry. Second, al-Mufaddal already had a concept of
a proper pre-Islamic qasida, since only a räwiya with a concept of the
original pre-Islamic poem could discern its later Islamic forgeries.62)
Third, al-Mufaddal considered Mufaddallga XCVII in this form a com-
plete poem, because the Mufaddaltyat is not described as a collection of
fragments and single lines.63)

Some of the ahbär link the compilation oftheMufaddallyat to the eAb-
bäsid caliphs al-Mansur or al-MahdL64) They agree that the Mufadda-

on al-Mufaddal 50,000 dirhamfor his truthfulness and the soundness of his trans-
mission (ibid., VII, 172 line 7). Compare: ABU AL-FARAG AL-IsFAHANi, Kitäb al-
agarii, ed. by IBRAHIM AL-ABYARI, 31 vols, Cairo 1969-1979, 2170-2171.

62) For the importance of editing with regard to historical traditions see:
ELLA LANDAU-TASSERON, Process of redaction: The case of the Tamlmite dele-
gation to the prophet Muhammad, in: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and Afri-
can Studies, 49 (1986), 253-270; DONNER: Narratives, 1-30.

For the editing of pre-Islamic poetry compare: „Es muss noch darauf aufmerk-
sam gemacht werden, daß auch die Gedichte, die eventuell echt sind, uns nicht in
der ursprünglichen Form vorliegen." (WAGNER: Grundzüge, I, 28); "I think that
we can, by dint of careful sifting of the material, show that the mediaeval philol-
ogists and exegetes edited poems much as a modern editor would be expected to."
(MONTGOMERY: On the unity and disunity, 274).

In a habar, the process of editing becomes correcting mistakes, when al-
Mufaddal is reported to have said: "fa-inna ahl al-*ilm yaruddüna man ahta'a ilä
as-sawab" scholars redirect one who makes mistakes to that which is right (AL-ISFA-

: Kitäb al-agam, 2169 lines 9-10).
63) "whenever the output of a poet is spoken of in general terms, the qasida

serves as the unit for discussion. ... Prior to the dismembering of early poems in
anthologies and other works ofadab, tribal and individual dlwans had been codi-
fied from the 2nd/8th century onward. In these dlwans the qasidas were not split
up" (GEERT JAN VAN GELDER, Beyond the line. Classical Arabic literary critics on
the coherence and unity of the poem, Leiden 1982, 24 (Supplements to the Journal
of Arabic Literature, 8)).

64) See, for example, the two ahbär mentioned in AL-QALI AL-BAGDADI, Kitäb
al-amali, wa-yali-hi ad-Dail wa-n-nawadir, 3 parts in 2 vols, [Beirut 1965]: "qäla
Abu al-Hasan *AE b. Sulaimän: ... amlä €alai-nä Abu elkrama al-Dabbi ai-Mufad-
daliyät min auwali-hä ilä ähiri-hä wa-dakara anna al-Mufaddal ahraga min-ha
tamanin qasidatan li-l-Mahdi" Abu al-Hasan 'Allb. Sulaimän said:... Abu elkrama
al-Dabbi dictated to us the al-Mufaddaliyat from beginning to end and he said that
al-Mufaddal had selected 80 qasidas from it for al-Mahdl (III, 130); "Abu clkrama
qäla: marra Abu Ga'far al-Man^ur bi-1-Mahdi wa-huwa yunsidu al-Mufaddal qasi-
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liyät's purpose was to preserve the poetic tradition of the gahiliya,
though they also state that the conservation of pre-Islamic literary evi-
dence was seen within the context of the future caliph's education. Thus,
the ahbär show the historical relation between literature and language
instruction, since the poems were collected for a didactic purpose - ac-
quainting the future caliph with a correct version of his ancestors'
Arabic - and not just as end in itself.65) They further illustrate the emerg-
ence of an Arabo-Islamic canon of pre-Islamic poetry was an historical
event in itself. The process through which al-Mufaddal's compilation was
later awarded canonical status has then to be separated from both the
pre-Islamic context in which the qasldas originated and the 'Abbasid con-
text in which al-Mufaddal searched for these poems in order to edit them
in an anthology. Consequently, al-Mufaddal's approach to gahili poetry
could not be derived from the canonical status that his Mufaddallyät was
going to achieve only after his work had been used by others.

The historical data available for Mufaddaliya XCVII neither support
nor contradict the assumption that the written version of Mufaddaliya
XCVII is a gahili original, yet the context of its transmission does not
allow for the re/construction of an older version. But seen in the light of
the ahbär about al-Mufaddal and his anthology, Mufaddaliya XCVII ap-
pears as the cAbbasid recension of a poem whose text the editor con-

dat al-Musaiyab ... fa-lam yazal waqifan min haitu la yus'aru bi-hi hatta istaufa
samä'a-hä tumma sära ilä maglis la-hü wa-amara bi-ahdäri-humä fa-haddata al-
Mufaddal bi-wuqüfi-hi wa-stimaei-hi li-qasidat al-Musaiyab wa-stihsani-hi iya-ha
wa-qäla law camadta ilä as'är as-suraeä3 al-muqillm wa-htarta li-fatä-ka li-kulli sa'ir
agauda ma qäla la-käna dälika sawäban fa-facala al-Mufaddal" Abu elkrama said:

\s
Abu Ga'far al-Mansur passed by al-Mahdi while he recited a qasida by al-Musaiyab
to al-Mufaddal ...He stopped without being aware of it until he had heard the qasl-
da's recitation to its end. Thereupon he suddenly returned to the maglis and ordered
that the two may be brought before him. Al-Mufaddal told his assembly and his audi-
ence about al-Musaiyab 's qasida and about his appreciation for it. He said: If you
had turned your interest to the muqillun and had chosen for your son from every poet
the best he had composed, then this specimen had been right for such a collection. Al-
Mufaddal did this, (ibid., Ill, 130-132).

65) For the emergence of an educational canon in western Europe compare: "in
Antiquity, the concept of the model author was oriented upon a grammatical cri-
terion, the criterion of correct speech." (ERNST ROBERT CURTIUS, European lit-
erature and the Latin Middle Ages, Princeton, New Jersey 71990, 250 (Bollingen
series, 36)). For the western medieval practice of using literature to teach grammar
see: ibid., 42-45.
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sidered a complete pre-Islamic qasida by Bisr b. Abi gäzim.66) The philo-
logical concern about an authentic pre-Islamic text becomes a moot point
because al-Mufaddal's judgment made the qasida in his recension a part
of the medieval Arabo-Islamic tradition, while the criterion of philologi-
cal precision highlights the ontological difference between an irrecover-
able pre-Islamic original and its later 'Abbasid re/construction.67)

A translation of Mufaddaliya XCVII68)

As already mentioned, Mufaddaliya XCVII is a tripartite qasida with
38 lines:69) a short nasib (lines 1-8), a slightly shorter rahil (lines 9-14),
and a comparatively longfahr (lines 15-38).

66) For the conclusion that because of the editorial efforts of scrupulous Mus-
lim scholars the authentic gahili original can be restored through an exhaustive
examination of a poem's textual tradition see: MONTGOMERY: The vagaries, 6-7,
note 9 and 39-40, note 78. MONTGOMERY, however, does not describe the criteria of
textual criticism for a successful restoration of pre-Islamic poems, while he evalu-
ates poems in regard to their poetic consistency and inner logic, as mentioned
above.

67) „Eine Literaturgeschichte des Mittelalters, in der so getan würde, als be-
säßen wir die alten Texte, so wie wir Goethes Texte besitzen, würde ihre Aufgabe
verfehlen. Mittelalterliche Literatur ist nur durch die Überlieferungsgeschichte
zugänglich. Erhalten sind nicht die Werke selbst, sondern nur die Abschriften
davon ... Die Erwartung der positivistischen Mittelalterphilologie, mit den Mit-
teln der Textkritik den Wortlaut der Originale wiedergewinnen zu können, hat
sich in vielen Fällen nicht erfüllt. Für eine Autor- und Werk-bezogene Literaturge-
schichte ist das bedauerlich. Nicht selten bedeutet der Überlieferungsbefund eine
Einschränkung oder Verunsicherung des Wissens über den mittelalterlichen Autor
und sein Werk. ... Viel wichtiger ist jedoch den Gewinn zu sehen, den die Liter-
aturgeschichte aus den Überlieferungsverhältnissen ziehen kann. Wenn mittel-
alterliche Literatur nur über die Überlieferung zugänglich ist, muß sie auch so
beschrieben werden." (BUMKE: Geschichte der mittelalterlichen Literatur als Auf-
gäbe, 38-39).

68) My translation is based on CHARLES J. LYALL (ed.), TheMufaddallyat. An
anthology of ancient Arabian odes. Vol. 2: Translation and notes, Oxford 1918,
273-277.1 also consulted JANET C. E. WATSON, Lexicon of the Arabic horse, Lon-
don/New York 1996 and HASAN'S commentary in BISR: Dlwan, 201-212.1 am in-
debted to Mike Carter, Paul E. Losensky, and Suzanne P. Stetkevyeh for their com-
ments on the translation.

69) The qasida has a double matla* so that lines 1 and 2 have the interior hem-
istich rhyme, which according to the formal conventions accentuates meter and
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1 What I have seen is it truth or a bad dream or the terrors when my
friends are asleep?

2 Hasn't Idäm mounted and headed off, and isn't every bond with a
beautiful woman nothing but a fraying rope?

3 I was seriously in love with her and lost so much weight that I looked
like an old man and it was said: "You are mad with love."70)

4 She has been content to stay with us for a while and we with her, but
time does not last forever

5 during nights which rob you of your mind through a white-toothed
woman - as if after midnight the moisture of her lips became wine -,

6 through a woman clear-faced, radiant with morning-light, proud, and
with a beautiful nose.

7 [Idäm has left] like a young, smooth-horned gazelle turning back,
fallen behind the flock, in Säha with the bitter Siläm trees in its val-
leys.

8 And at her side is a fawn, blinking with averted glances and covered
with dust, whose groans make her heart tremble.

9 And many an open plain where the demons are rumbling, in whose dry
deserts the hot wind wails,

rhyme of the following poem. For the opinion that line 1 belongs to another nasib
see: LYALL (ed.): TheMufaddallyät, 273 and 275. However, the question of a flawed
transmission is not discussed by the medieval rawls so that LYALL and HASAN
agree upon the poem's beginning. To place the dispute about the double matla* in a
wider context, a comparison between LYALL'S and HASAN'S editions shows that the
transmission of the qaslda's text as a whole was rather stable. Regarding the lines'
sequence, LYALL and HASAN disagree only on the order of the fahr for which
HASAN proposes the following sequence: lines 33-38, 15-28, 30, 29, and 29-32
(BiSR: Diwan, 205-212). Compare also the double matla of al-eAntara'sJfueaZZaga,
since in this case the medieval commentary mentions that its räwis doubted
whether line 1 belonged to the poem: ABU BAKU MUHAMMAD B. AL-QASIM AL-

, Sarh al-qasaid al-sabc at-tiwal al-Gahiliya, ed. by AL-SALAM MU-
HAMMAD HÄBÜN, Cairo 1963, 294.

70) For this line LYALL'S text offers both vowels - u and a - for the three verbs
gadda, hazala, and kabira because the meter is not affected by either choice and
the manuscripts support both readings, though two manuscripts have the first
person singular and only one manuscript has the second person singular indicated:
LYALL (ed.): Diwan al-Mufaddallyät, 648 note u. LYALL, however, chose to read
gadadta and translated accordingly: "Thou hast been her lover in earnest ..."
(LYALL (ed.): The Mufaddaliyat, 273). Yet TILMANN SBIDBNSTICKEB has ob-
served that in Arabic poetry, the lyrical ego never deals with the love sorrow of a
third person (written communication).
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10 have I scared their gazelles dozing at noon, when the dunes clothed
themselves in armour of gleaming mirages,

11 on a she-camel, as swift as an ostrich, worn down by running until I
could feel her ribs and her hump became flabby,

12 [a she-camel] like a vagrant snub-nosed bull whom a night kept at
Harba where clouds have just poured out all their rain.

13 He spent ail night saying: "0 night, be morning!" until the night's
gloom cleared away from his strip of sand.

14 From there he got loose when the sun was already high, like a pearl re-
leased by the snapping string.

15 Why don't you, messenger and neighbor of these people, take a mess-
age to the Bam Sacd? For the milk has been strained to its last drop.

16 We demand righteousness from you, for we are one clan of the kind
that he who neglects our love for the sake of war bears the shame.

17 Then, when our hearts' vessels have been emptied of our love for you
and no bond between us is in them any longer,

18 the side of the valley 'Uraitinat and the hard ground of 'Aiham shall
be interdicted for you.

19 We will block access to them, though they be lands where the camels'
hump and flanks grow firm.

20 There the folk's milk-camels are delighted by all they see, and there
clouds open their waterskins.

21 How many lush pastures will the scouts now have to avoid, pastures
where the scent of Nafal and Haudan plants growing in pairs fills the
air?

22 Their leaves flourish and entwine until the batches of al-eAlagan stand
out like one black beauty spot.

23 We gave the pasturage's claim to a tribe with many tents. Whenever
their camels are alarmed, they stand firm.

24 No single assembly can gather them, and yet everywhere they meet in
smaller groups.

25 Their men don't go on foot, and yet many extra horses are bridled and
well-fed, prepared to fast in battle.

26 The horses stayed overnight until dawn in al-Minha where the white
stalks of dried at-Tagam were chopped up for their fodder.

27 When at daybreak they moved down into the plains and were carried
along by the torrents and sand hills,

28 they raised a cloud of dust and then emerged out of it - just as arrows
pierce their target.

29 On every patch of wetland that they have moved through, the toe of
hoof has left an imprint that's a well with crumbling walls.
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30 When the first horses emerged with ruffled coats, eager to attack,
their forelocks erect,

31 and with the warriors' fighting garb strapped to their flanks, - as if by
late afternoon the colts among them cast shadows with legs as long as
scissor blades —,

32 then their heads are striving toward the spears' tips with their necks
down - just as pigeons jostle each other for the scanty water of a
puddle.

33 Don't you see that in the end the passing of time brings solace and ob-
V

livion as the tribe of Guzäm shall be forgotten?
34 They were our clan, and then they wronged us and we drove them

away to the north.
35 We were an invincible fortress against them, and whenever a slaught-

ered camel was divided head and hump were ours.
36 They said: "You won't stay, if we leave." But we still stayed, even

though they had already left.
37 The hearthstones of the Huzaima sit firmly on the ground. We have

control over both the open and the interdicted routes.
38 We are standing upright in the valley of Du al-Magäz to call down

upon you the curse that the sins shall be his.

Formal elements of unity within a paratactic structure

Although the poem has uneven proportions, even on this formal level
there are three characteristics serving as a unifying frame for the qasida's
paratactic structure. The first is that the poem appears as a sequence of
38 lines with a beginning and an end. Mufaddaliya XCVII is introduced:
"wa-qala Bisr aidan" .71) Its end is clearly determined by the beginning of
the following qasida that is similarly introduced: "wa-qala Bisr".72) The
visual unity of the text was preserved by LYALL, in whose edition of the
Mufaddallyat the poem is printed with the line commentary that docu-
ments the continuing discussion about the poem and contains expla-
nations by al-Mufaddal, al-Asmaci and later commentators.73) The single
lines are clearly separated from each other through this commentary,

71) LYALL (ed.): Diwan al-Mufaddallyat, 648.
72) Ibid. ,659.
73) In regard to a qasida's visual unity compare the reproduction of the first

and last two pages of the manuscript on which HASAN based his edition of Bisr's
poetry: BISR: Diwan, the two unnumbered plated after the introduction.
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comparable to the separation of the single images through the surround-
ing empty space in a comics. Yet none of its three parts - nastä, rahil, or
fahr - is set apart from each other by additional visual means.

The second feature is the acoustic unity of monorhyme and mono-
meter throughout the qasida, even though the impression of continuity as
the result of an unchanging rhyme and unchanging meter is bound to the
poem's recitation.74)

The third characteristic already mediates between aspects of form
and content, because a central subject further links naslb, rahil, said fahr
through one single point of view. A male lyrical ego talks about the events
of the nasib in the first person singular and plural, describes his rahil in
the first person singular, and uses for himself only the first person plural
in the fahr when he acts as the spokesperson of his tribe.75) The use of the
first person constitutes the poem's central subject, customarily ident-
ified as the poet Bisr himself, because Mufaddallya XCVII is introduced
as the poet's direct speech, "wa-qala Bisr aidan", as mentioned above.76)
Even though the proper names mentioned in the qasida itself do not per-
mit attaching the actions described to a known historical event in the
gahiliya,11) identifying the poet as the male lyrical ego reflects the Arabo-
Islamic practice of taking poems as historical documents. The poet and
his poetry appeared in ahbär and medieval Islamic historiography.78)

The identification of the male lyrical ego with the poet Bisr illustrates
how an Arabo-Islamic criterion for the evaluation of the transmission of
knowledge is used to support a psychological approach to the relation-
ship between author and text. In modern scholarship, the intentional fal-
lacy assumes a symbiosis between a poet's life and his or her poetic pro-

74) For medieval performance practice with regard to the qasida see: "the
qasida is usually intended to be recited, chanted or even sung in a public setting"
(SHACKLE/SPERL: Introduction, 4).

75) "raaitu" (1), "nagnä" (4), "da'artu" (10), "nasumu-kum" (16) et al
76) See, for instance: "The poem is a general panegyric on his [£. e. Bisr's] tribe"

(LYALL (ed.): TheMufaddaliyat, 273).
77) Ibid., 273 and 276-277, especially the notes commenting on lines 15,33,37

and 38.
78) For lists of the medieval Arabic sources in which Bisr appears see: Bishr b.

Abi Khäzim (W. J. FÜCK), 1241; SEZGIN: Poesie, 212. The early Arabo-Islamic
practice of taking poetry as an historical record is documented in the Aiyäm al-
'Arab, in which poems were accompanied by a prose commentary (Futük (LAW-
RENCE I. CONRAD), in: Encyclopedia of Arabic literature, London/New York 1998,
237-240: 237-238).
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auction and leads to the psychological assumption that the poetic output
and the poet's life explain each other. On the other hand, the medieval
Arabo-Islamic method ofisnäd analysis acknowledges that people do not
always act ethically, so that a background check on transmitters and their
reputation allows for separating the sound traditions from the weak
ones.79) But for pre-Islamic poets, such a background check was practi-v
cally impossible. As aforementioned, al-Gahiz already observed the lack
of historical evidence for Bisr's life notwithstanding a preserved poetic
oeuvre attached to this name. Other medieval scholars, however, con-
tinued to identify Bisr with the male lyrical ego in his poems and thus
produced the body of medieval Arabic commentaries that supports the
intentional fallacy.

Unity of time and space within a paratactic structure

The poem's three parts are not only formally held together by the per-
spective of a central male subject, they are also connected with each other
through the unity of time and space.

All actions are situated on the Arabian peninsula, the bedouins5

proper territory. The place names mentioned in the qasida - Säha (line 7),
Harba (line 12), 'Uraitinat and 'Aiham (line 18), al-Minhä (line 26), and
Du al-Magaz (line 38) - are signifiers of a real environment with estab-
lished frontiers, because all places are characterized by an additional fea-
ture claiming an actual geographical reference that confirms their reality.
In the valleys of Säha the bitter Siläm tree grows: "bi-Sahata fl 'asirrati-
hä as-süäm" (line 7). Harba is associated with rain: "bi-Harbata lailatun
fl-ha gaharmi" (line 12). 'Uraitinät and cAiham are extraordinarily lush
pastures: "bi-hä tarbu al-hawasiru wa-s-sanamu // bi-hä qarrat labünu

-näsi eainan / wa-halla bi-hä eazäliya-hä ag-gamamu" (lines 19 and 20).
At al-Minha the war mares find fodder: iteala al-Minha yugazzu la-hä [i. e.
al-hail] at-tagamu" (line 26). Du al-Magaz lies in a valley: "bi-*abtahi Di
al-Magazi" (line 38). Within the process of the qasida's transmission, the
geographical references faded from common knowledge and had to be

79) Within the context of adab, psychological probability as a way to improve
lame jokes through pinning them on people with an appropriate reputation, even
if this means tinkering with true facts, was already discussed by ABU TJTMAN
CAMR B. BAHR AL-GAHIZ, Al-Buhala, ed. by TAHÄ AL-HAGIRI, Cairo 61981, 7-8.
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identified as place names in the commentary.80) Over time both the auth-
ority of the commentators and the place names' additional features guar-
anteed the reality of the qasida's spatial order as the Arabian Peninsula
during the gahillga.

All actions reported and envisioned lay within a time frame that is not
opened into a distant past or remote future. There are no adverbial para-
phrases of time indicating such temporal extension, for example long ago
or once upon a time. On the contrary, it is still possible to survey all ac-
tions mentioned. They are all temporally accessible, so it is not necessary
to exhume the past or envision the future. Furthermore, time is anchored
in space because the time of the events remembered and envisioned is re-
lated to the place where the male lyrical ego remembers and envisions
them. The conventions of the literary genre qasida demand that the nasib
be organized by the memory of the lost beloved whose traces substitute
the past in the present.81) The past provides the qasida^ Archimedes'
point. But the conscious reminiscence of the past also indicates the con-
scious experience of change over time, the fickle fate, which is one of the
connotations of the noun dahr that appears twice in the poem. In the
nasib, dahr is related to the beloved's change of mind, and seems thus a
negative force: "wa-qad tagnä bi-nä hman wa-nagnä / bi-hä wa-d-dahru
laisa la-hü dawämu" (line 4). Yet in the fahr, dahr serves as an argument
for the soothing possibility of future revenge because the enemies'name
shall not be remembered: '*a-lam tura 9anna tula ad-dahri nusli / wa-
yunsi mitla ma nusiyat Guzamu" (line 33). Both instances lead to change
and hence to events that can be included in the qasida's story, though they
have to be presented within a temporal sequence to form a story. The
necessary temporal sequence is established through a sequence of place
names that allows for measuring time. The place names convey the in-
formation necessary for organizing time, because they signify the terri-
tory on which the qasida's actions unfold. At Säha the gazelle to which the
leaving Idäm is compared turns around: "taearruda gabati al-mudra

80) "wa-qala eAbd Allah at-Tusi ... Säha balad" (s.v. line 5, 650-651); "wa-
Harba rnaudi'" (s.v. line 12, 653); "rawiya at-Tusi ... *Uraitinät wädin ... wa-
'Aiham makän" (s.v. line 18, 654); "qala ad-Dabbl wa-1-Minhä maudi* bi-ainilii"
(s. v. line 26,657); "qäla at-Tusi... wa-[Du] al-Magät suqmin aswaq al-'Arab" (s. v.
line 38, 659).

81) For a descriptive analysis of the possible forms of traces which form one of
the important cluster of topoi of thenaslb see: JABOSLAV STETKEVYCH: Toward
an Arabic elegiac lexicon. The seven words of the nasib, in: S. P. STETKEVYCH
(ed.): Reorientations, 58-129.
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hadülin / bi-Sähata" (line 7). At Harba the vagrant bull to which the she-
camel is compared spends a sleepless night praying for dawn: "kaahnasa
näsitin bätat ealai-hi / bi-Harbata lailatun ... // fa-bata yaqulu 'asbih
lailu" (lines 12 and 13). 'Uraitinat and cAiham will become territory in-
terdicted for the Banü Sacd, the former allies and future enemies: "fa-
*inna al-giza giz'a eUraitinatin / wa-burqata 'Aihamin min-kum [i. e. Bani
Saed] harämu" (line 18). At al-Minha the war mares are rested before they
go into battle: "fa-batat [i. e. al-hail] lailatan wa-adima yaumin / ealä al-
Minhä ... l/ fa-lammä 'ashalat min dl sabähin" (lines 26 and 27). While at
Du al-Magäz the Banü Sacd are cursed: "fa-'inna maqäma-nä nadeu ealai-
kum [i. e. Bani Sacd] / biabtahi Di al-Magazi" (line 38). Those events are
singular actions and thus permit the measurement of chronological time
as the time of human life. The place names function like the beloved's
traces. Both substitute the past in the present because they are signifiers
of events past that truly guarantee a report from the gahillya, since only
a memory with memories is a functioning memory.82)

A story of separation and anxiety

There is a descending order among the thematic sections of a pre-Is-
lamic qasida. Most obligatory is the amatory prologue of the nasib. The
rahil, in which the lyrical ego is on a desert trip, is optional, so that the lit-
erary genre acknowledges both dipartite and tripartite poems. Finally,
there are a number of themes that are acceptable for ending the qasida,
such as wine song (hamriya), abusive satire (higa), or panegyric
(madih). Each of the thematic sections is constructed out of topoi - for
example, the abandoned campsite (atläl) or the beloved's night appar-
ition (taif) - that identify the poem's parts through their function of
nasib, rahil, or third movement.83)

82) For this paradox about the workings of memory see: „Die Erinnerung
kann sich ihrer selbst nicht versichern; sie muß garantieren, was umgekehrt sie
garantieren müßte." (HANS BLUMENBERG, Ein mögliches Selbstverständnis. Aus
dem Nachlaß, Stuttgart 1997, 123 (Reclam Universal-Bibliothek, 9650)); „Wir
verstehen uns im Maße, wie wir uns ,erinnerlich' werden, die längst auch dem
Namen nach kostbar gewordene ,Identität wahren." (ibid., 124).

83) Concerning the topoi's mobility see the example of the description of the
she-camel (wasfal-gamal). The generic argument that the wa$fal-gamal had been
a part of the fahr before it developed into a separate rahil is suggested by WAGNER:
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In the case of Mufaddallya XCVII, the story told by the male lyrical
ego is developed in the three parts ofnaslb, rahil, and/afcr, because - as al-
ready mentioned - this qasida is a tripartite poem. In the nasib, the lyri-
cal ego laments the sudden departure of his beloved I dam, remembers the
happy days of their love, and compares his lady to a gazelle. In the raMl,
the lyrical ego recalls a lonely desert trip on his she-camel, whom he com-
pares to an ostrich and a bull. An additional connection between nasib
and rahil is established by the two flashbacks that juxtapose night and
day. In the nasib, the male lyrical ego remembers happy nights with the
beloved: "layaliya tastabi-ka bi-dl gurubin / ka-anna ridaba-hu wahnan
mudämu // wa-ablaga musriqi al-haddaini fahmin / yusannu ealä marä-
gimi-M al-qasamu" (lines 5 and 6). In the rahll the male lyrical ego re-
members frightened gazelles in the desert's daylight: "wa-harqin tcfzifu
al-ginnanu fi-hi / fayafi-hi tahinnu bi-hä as-sahämu // daartu zibä9a-hä
mutagauwiratin / *idä iddaraat lawämiea-hä al-ikamu" (lines 9 and 10).
In the fahr, however, the lyrical ego changes the tone and issues a missive
for the Banü Sacd: ft9a-lä 9 ablag Sa'din rasulan / wa-maula-hum"
(line 15).84) He boasts about his tribe, the Huzaima, by commemorating
the wealth and belligerence of their unnamed allies and then claiming his
tribe's superiority over the Guzam. The male lyrical ego seizes the oppor-
tunity for self-magnification, as he depicts himself as the member of a ci-
torious tribe: "wa-nahnu qaumun / li-tariki wuddi-näß al-harbi damn"
(line 16). He closes his missive, and hence both the fahr and the qasida,
with a curse: "wa-inna muqama-na nad'u €alaikum j bi-9abtahi Dl al-
Magäzi la-hu 3atämu" (line 38).

The male lyrical ego, however, does not tell his audience how to
understand his story. He has opened the nasib with a question: "*ahaqqu
mar aaitu 9am ihtilamu / 9am al-ahwalu 9id sahbi niyamu" (line 1). He
names three ways of interpreting the events of the past reported in the
following poem: truth, dream, or the nocturnal terrors. In nasib and
rahil, the male lyrical ego presents the events in a reversed order. He be-
gins with the absent beloved, indulges in memories of his happy days with
Idäm, and brags afterwards about having successfully scared gazelles in
the desert. This reversed order also underlines how difficult it is for the

Grundzüge, I, 100-103. But the combination of nasib and wasf al-gamal in gahill
poetry is mentioned in: Qasida (RENATE JACOBI), in: Encyclopedia of Arabic lit-
erature, London/New York 1998, 630-633: 631.

84) For the combination of missive and tribal boast see: JACOBI: Studien,
79-81. For the argument that the missive reveals the qasida $ epideictic structure
see: J. STETKEVYCH: Zephyrs ofNajd, 10-13.
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male lyrical ego to simply tell a straight story85) Accordingly, the curse
uttered in the poem's closing line does not provide an answer to the open-
ing question. The qasida stops rather than ends. The ending does not pro-
duce closure because the conflicts - the absent beloved and warfare with
the neighbors - have not been resolved, and no happily ever after is an-
nounced. Yet the curse directed against the male lyrical ego's enemies is a
decisive reaction to an assumed threat. Its decisiveness is presented as
the final action of the male lyrical ego of the first line, who at the begin-
ning was too confused to clearly understand what exactly had happened to
him. Therefore, the plot illustrates the development from a flabbergasted
lonely lover to the member of a pugnacious tribe who gains a firm resolve.
Interpreting the qasida's plot as a story about a man's development
means, of course, that in accordance with my previous considerations
about parataxis, causation, and closure I have read the poem backwards.

The reluctance to end the qasida with a fully achieved closure is fur-
thermore supported by the unresolved tension between human commu-
nity and the dread of separation. This tension runs through the whole
poem, despite the qasida's three parts being clearly separated. The first
line of the rahil - "wa-harqin taczifu al-ginnanu fi-hi / fayafi-hi tahinnu
bi-hä as-sahamu" (line 9) - and the first line of the fahr - "a-lä 'ablag
Sa din rasülun / wa-maulä-hum fa-qad hulibat surämu" (line 15) are the
beginnings of new sentences that do not narratively extend from their
preceding sentences. From this arises the qasidrfs bad reputation for
paratactic structure. Yet the overarching theme of union versus loneli-
ness is present in all three parts of Mufaddaliya XCVII and guarantees a
smooth transition from nasib to rahil and from rahil to fahr.

At the beginning of the nasib, the male lyrical ego is alone with his
doubts and fears, since his friends are sleeping soundly: "*ahaqqu mä
raaitu 'am ihtilämu / *am al-ahwalu *id sahbi niyämu" (line I).86) His iso-
lation is even worse because the male lyrical ego has also been abandoned
by his beloved Idam: "*a-lci za'anat li-nlyati-ha" (line 2). The happy het-

85) "the experience of a linear 'organic' flow of events is an illusion (albeit a
necessary one) that masks the fact that it is the ending that retroactively confers
the consistency of an organic whole on the preceding events. What is masked is the
radical contingency of the enchainment of narration, the fact that, at every point,
things might have turned out otherwise." (ZiZEK: Looking awry, 69).

86) In the matla* of Bisr's Mufaddaliya XCVIII, the male lyrical ego asks faces
a similar question when he wonders whether the women in the howdah are just
a metaphor: "3a-lä bäna al-hälitu wa-lam yuzärü / wa-qablu-ka fi az ztfaini
musta'üru" (LYALL (ed.): Diwan al-Mufaddaliyat, 660, line 1).
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erosexual couple is denounced as a fraying rope that does not stand the
test of time: "wa-kullu wisali ganiyatin rimamu H ... wa-d-dahru laisa
la-hü dawämu" (lines 2 to 4), Only within the context of heterosexual love
does irony seem possible. In accordance with the typology of a proper
lover's behavior, the male lyrical ego loses a lot of weight - "gadadtu bi-
liubbi-ha wa-hazaltu" (line 3) - in the course of his affection for a woman
whose name Idam also signifies highly nutritious food.87)

The focus subsequently shifts from the heterosexual couple to the
homosocial88) community of men and their tribes. At the end of the nasib
the gazelle, which has fallen behind the herd, is scared by her moaning
fawn: "ta'arruda gabati al-mudra hadulin / ... yad/ffu fu'äda-hä min-hu
bugämu" (lines 7 and 8). At the beginning of the rahll, the male lyrical ego
has some lonely fun with startling a herd of sleepy gazelles: "wa-harqin
tazifu al-ginnanu fl-hi / fayäß-hi tahinnu bi-hä a$-sahämu // dcfartu
zibaa-ha mutagauwirätin" (lines 9 and 10). In both images, fear is also
caused by the uncanny sounds of the fawn's groaning, the demons' rum-
bling, and the hot winds wailing. On the one hand, the horror instilled in
the gazelles seems less interesting, since it is so easily achieved. On the
other hand, these two consecutive images illustrate two options for a sub-
ject separated from a group: a gazelle is scared, while a single man, the
male lyrical ego, scares a group of gazelles. These images of isolation and
anxiety lack the ironical note that is present in the earlier description of
the male lyrical ego as a lover whose nutritious beloved makes him lose
weight. Men's business with other men is considered a serious affair.

Even the male lyrical ego's she-camel is exposed to the experiences of
fright and solitude, when she is compared to a vagrant bull who desper-
ately awaits sunrise in a rainy night: "ka-ahnasa nasitin batat ealai-hi /
bi-Harbata lailatun ß-hä gahämu // fa-bäta yaqulu 9asbih lailu" (lines 12
and 13). But in this case the bull resolves only his terrors. The bull stays
single, and in the morning his departure is presented as liberation, as re-
leasing one pearl from a string of pearls: "hattä / tagallW an sarimati-hi

87) "adama Allah baina-huma ... wa-aslu-hu min adm at-taeam li-anna salä-
ha-hü wa-tiba-hü inna-mä yakunu bi-1-idäm" (LYALL (ed.): Diwan al-Mufadda-
liyat, 648 s.v. line 2).

88) '"Homosoeial' is a word occasionally used in history and the social
sciences, where it describes social bonds between persons of the same sex; it is a
neologism, obviously formed by analogy with 'homosexual', and just as obviously
meant to be distinguished from 'homosexual'. In fact, it is applied to such activ-
ities as 'male bonding'", (EvE KOSOFSKY SBDGWICK, Between men. English litera-
ture and male homosocial desire, New York 1985,1 (Gender and culture)).
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az zallämu Ufa-asbaha nasilan min-ha duhaiyan / nusula ad-durri *asla-
ma-hü an-nizamu" (lines 13 and 14). The same image - one single element
leaving a group - constitutes the frame for the qasida's final part, whose
beginning and end contain the element of separation. A messenger is dis-
patched: '"a-lä *ablag Barii Sa'din rasulan / wa-maula-hum" (line 15),
with a missive containing an explicit threat that unsupportive allies are
cursed: "wa-inna muquma-na nadeu ealaikum / bi-abtahi Di al-Magazi
la-hü *atamu" (line 38). The consequence of such a curse is the expulsion
of the cursed from the tribal community.

The counterweight to separation is the ideal of unity that is main-
tained by tribal solidarity: "faqad hulibat surämu // nasümu-kum ar-
risada wa-nahnu qaumun" (lines 15 and 16). This ideal also appears in the
praise of the unnamed lush pastures, to which access by the traitors will
be blocked. On these meadows, plants are growing so closely together that
some of them resemble a single beauty spot: "wa-gaitin ... bi-hi Nqfalun
wa-Haudänun tuamu // tagälä nabtu-hu wa-atamma Jiattä / lea-anna
manäbita al-Alagani samu" (lines 21 and 22). The same idea of individ-
ual members successfully cooperating and reinforcing each other is the
main characteristic of a good ally. The size and wealth of this unnamed
tribe are mentioned with an understatement, because they are circum-
scribed with synecdoches referring to their many tents, clans, and war
horses: "haiyin dl hilälin / ... wa-ma yandü-hum an-nadl wa-lakin / bi-
kulli mahallatin min-hum fi'amu // wa-ma tasca rigälu-hum wa-lakin /
fudulu al-haili mulgamatun siyämu" (lines 23 to 25). The evocation of
their power culminates in the comparatively long description of their war
horses that are pumped up for battle: "*ida haragat 'awailu-hunna sutan
I mugallihatan nawäsi-hä qiyämu // ... yubarina al-asinnatan musgiyä-
tin" (lines 30 to 32). Yet, a battle itself is not included in the scene. These
beautiful horses are not shown in the battle's bloodshed, or in its after-
math, when both sides lick their wounds and bury their dead. The image
of the enemies' union in battle is excluded from the fahr, though in the
naslb the union of lover and beloved was more than just a carefully veiled
allusion: "layäliya tastabi-ka bi-di gurübin / ka-anna rudäba-hü wahnan
mudämu" (line 5).

The boastful images of a powerful tribe are set off with a detailed in-
struction of how to sever tribal bonds with allies who do not make good on
their word. After the attachment to the former allies has been termin-
ated, the now enemy will be hindered from using pastures that were orig-
inally accessible: "li-tariki wuddi-na fi al-harbi damn // fa-id safirat
eiyabu al-wuddi min-kum / wa-lam yaku baina-nä ß-hä dimämu // fa-
ainna al-giza ... min-kum haramu // sanamnaeu-ha" (lines 16 to 19). The
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instruction also connects the fahr with the nasib. The male lyrical ego,
who had been left behind by a fickle beloved in the nasib, is now in an ac-
tive role, since his tribe will punish those who do not respond to their af-
fection. The punishment of former allies targets two different levels.
First, the enemy will be humiliated like the Guzäm who could not live up
to their word: "wa-kanu qauma-na fa-bagau ealai-na / fa-suqna-hum 9ila
al-balad al-stfami j j . . . wa-qalu Ian tuqlmu*inzaanna /fa-käna la-näwa-
qad za'anü rnuqamu" (lines 34 to 36). Second, the enemy's name will be
erased from the communal tribal memory like the name of Guzäm: "mitla
ma nusiyat Guzarnu" (line 33). This communal tribal memory, however, is
rather difficult to manipulate, since the Islamic commentary on this pre-
Islamic poem cites two men who still remember Guzäm as having been ac-
cused of evil deeds, but not as having committed them.89) The difficulties
are indicated by the self-contradictory move of using Guzäm's name as an
example for the bad guys whose name will be confined to eternal oblivion.
How so, if even their enemies are still talking about them? Unions of
tribal factions, and of lovers, are preserved in the unhappy and threaten-
ing images of their state of separation, when they are bereft of each
other's company after a breach of allegiance.

The intertwining of anxiety and separation that is continuously pres-
ent in Mufaddallya XCVII also sets the tone at the/aAr's end. The male
lyrical ego insists that solidarity is rewarded with both power and prop-
erty because a unified tribe cannot be defeated, is entitled to privileges,
and secures its lands against trespassing: "wa-kunna duna-hum hisnan
hasman / la-nä ar-rasu al-muqaddamu wa-s-sanamu // ... 'atäfiya min
Huzaimata räsiyätin / la-nä hillu al-manäqib wa-1-harämu" (lines 35 to
37). But the final word is a curse against the unreliable ally. The gesture
undermines the invincibility to which the male lyrical ego has tried to lay
claim throughout the fahr, because only a man whose authority and power
is already threatened turns to supernatural intervention on his behalf.90)

89) "qala [i. e. Ahmad b. eUbaida] wa-qala Abu 'Ubaida Guzäm akbar min Asad
b. Huzaima wa-aqdam wa-ddiea Asad iyahum bätil qala Abu al-Hasan ah-
bara-nl bi-dälika ean-hu tiqa qäla wa^qäla al-Ahfas Guzäm Ibn Asad" (ibid., 658
s.v. line 33).

90) "the basic paradox of power,... is that symbolic power is by definition vir-
tual, power-in-reserve, the threat of its full use, which never actually occurs (when
a father loses his temper and explodes, this is by definition a sign of his impotence,
painful as it may be)." (SLAVO J ZIZBK, The plague of fantasies, London/New York
1997,150).
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Parataxis in relation to convention and comparison

For my reading of Bisr'sMufaddaliya XCVII, I took the qasida's com-
posite structure as a formal framework for presenting its complete poetic
narrative. Parataxis serves as the technical device for plotting the story
of how an individual man approaches solitude, as well as different forms
of companionship. In the poem's story, human society is loaded with con-
flicts. Both the union of a heterosexual couple and the homosocial com-
munity among a tribe's warriors are unstable and hence difficult to evalu-
ate. The absence of explicit causality in the paratactic plot matches the
instability of human social relations since the solace of a causal expla-
nation is withheld. Instead, the qasida offers a wealth of topoi and many
comparisons to illustrate different forms of community and loneliness
because parataxis - as discussed above - aims primarily at identifying the
things described: What's this?

The wealth of topoi constitutes the high degree of thematic conven-
tionality that is one of the features ofgahili poetry that is as routinely de-
plored - or defended - as the absent beloved in the naslb. In Mufaddaliya
XCVII, the story concerns the pre-Islamic tribal way of life on the Arabian
peninsula: a tribe leaving a camp-site so that lover and beloved are sepa-
rated, the experience of nature in the desert, conflicts between tribes about
access to pastures and routes. Its topoi are Idam departing in the camel-
litter (line 2), the frightened gazelle with her fawn (lines 6 and 7), the she-
camel compared with ostrich and bull (lines 11 to 14), the war horses (lines
26 to 32), the distribution of the slaughtered camel (line 35), and the
hearthstones of the Huzaima (line 37). While Idäm in the howdah (zan)
and the three cooking stones (atafl) belong to the convention of the de-
serted campsite, the ostrich's speed is part of the wasf al-gamal, and the
camel sacrifice in times of hardship is a way to demonstrate generosity
(karam or karäma). Other topoi contain echoes of the famous qasidas by
Imru al-Qais and Labid. In the rahil of Labid'sMuallaqa, a young gazelle
falls behind her herd to find her fawn lying dead in the dust, and then
spends a night of torrential rainfall on her own, until dawn releases her like
a pearl from a string.91) In the rahll of Imr'u al-Qais9Muallaqa, a lonely bull
begs the night to give way to the next morning.92) There is even a Koranic
image in the fahr, when at sunrise war horses storm forward into battle.93)

91) AL- : Sarh al-qasa9id al-satf at-tiwal, 553-562, lines 36-44.
92) Ibid., 73-79, lines 44-47.
93) "Wa-l-eädiyati dabhan fa-1-müriyäti qadhan fa-1-mugiräti subhan fa-aatarna

bi-hi naqcan fa-wasatna bi-hi gam'an" by the snorting war steeds, which strike fire
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The importance of understanding the formal and thematic conven-
tions of a literary genre is unquestionable.94) But aside from contributing
to the descriptive inventory of the gähill qaslda, what is the further im-
portance of these observations? In regard to Bisr's qaslda itself, the rec-
ognition of topoi and intertextual relations does not explain how Mufad-
dally a XCVII works as an independent aesthetic text. Moreover, the lack
of concrete historical evidence for the gahillya makes it impossible to use
internal evidence gleaned from the preserved corpus of pre-Islamic
poetry to establish a sound chronology by determining who invented a
motif, and who was just quoting it. Yet on a general level, the high degree
of thematic conventionality in this qaslda indicates a normative aes-
thetics. Such an aesthetics - in contrast to the western Romantic aesthetics
of the author as genius95) - relates to a rhetoric that can be taught within
a curriculum. This consideration leads back to the historical context in
which al-Mufaddal compiled his anthology of pre-Islamic poetry. As al-
ready discussed, the ahbar about the origins oftheMufaddallyät indicate
that gähill poetry wais collected to prepare a body of texts suitable for a
future caliph's education. Consequently, the qaslda's normative aesthetics
supports the didactic goal mentioned in the ahbar.

Seen against the background of thematic conventionality expressed
within a paratactic structure, the great number of comparisons inMuf ad-
dally a XCVII are an appropriate means to push the limits of the thematic
conventions imposed on the gähill qaslda as a literary genre.96) From a

with their hoofs as they gallop to the raid at dawn and with a trail of dust cleave a
massed army (100:1-5). The English translation of this Koran quote is by N. J. DA-
WOOD, The Koran, London et al., 5th rev. ed., 1997 (Penguin classics).

94) For the role of conventions within early Arabic poetry see: WAGNER:
Grundzüge, I, 47.

95) "The 'genius' identified the basis for his work with the laws of the Creator.
Consequently, the realm of genius was defined as utterly autonomous. Free from
determination by any cultural category other than the absolutely free construc-
tions of his creative imagination, the genius broke down the reciprocal relationship
between the author and the rest of culture." (DONALD E. PEASE, Author, in:
FRANK LENTRICCHIA/THOMAS MCLAUGHLIN (eds.), Critical terms for literary
theory, Chicago/London 21995, 105-117, 108).

96) The different forms of comparisons in gahill poetry have been analyzed in
great detail by JACOBI: Studien, 115-129. In regard to their syntactic structure,
JACOBI distinguishes five categories from each other: comparisons introduced by
the prepositions ka- ormitla; comparisons introduced by the particle ka-mä; com-
parisons introduced by the particles ka-an or ka-anna-, comparisons introduced by
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technical point of view, a comparison is a paratactic device on the level of
a sentence's syntax. Every comparison explicitly claims at least a degree
of dis/similiarity between two separate entities, though it does not con-
nect the two entities through causality.97) Idam's saliva is compared with
wine: "layäliya tastabi-ka bi-di gurübin \ ka-anna rudäba-hü wahnan mu-
dämu" (line 5). Idam, having left her lover, is contrasted with the gazelle
fallen behind her herd together with her fawn: "*a-lä zaeanat li-niyati-ha
'Idamu / ... taarruda gabati al-mudrä hadülin / ... wa-sähibu-hä gadidu
al-tarfi 'ahwa / yaduu fuädahä min-hu bugarnu" (lines 2 to 8). The she-
camel tired of galloping is compared with a vagrant bull: "bi-dielibatin
barä-hä an-nässu ... ka-ahnasanäsitin" (lines 11 and 12). The bull's start
into the new day is compared with a pearl rolling from a thread: "fa-9as-
baha näsilan min-ha duhaiyan / nusula ad-durri *aslama-hu an-nizamu"
(line 14). Lush vegetation leads to such a thick growth of al-eAlagan that
its field is compared with one black beauty spot: "tagälä nabtu-hü wa-a
'tamma hattä / ka-anna manäbita al-Alagani sämu" (line 22). The horses
appearing from a cloud of dust are compared with arrows whose heads
are visible from the back of the target: '"atarna cagagatan fa-haragna
min-ha / ka-mä haragat min al-garadi as-sihamu" (line 28). The warriors'
fighting garb strapped to the horses' flanks provides an extra layer
of padding so that the horses' bellies are contrasted with the thin long
shadows of their colts' legs: "bi-ahqi-liu al-mulau muhazzamätin / ka-
9anna gidaea-ha 'usulan gilamu" (line 31).98) The horses racing toward
battle are compared with pigeons attacking head first their target: "yu-
bärma al-asinnata musgiyätin / ka-mä yutafäratu at-tamada al-ha-
mämu" (line 32). The comfort and forgetfulness of time going by is com-
pared with time obliterating the enemies' name: "*a-lam tura 'anna tulav
ad-dahri yusli / wa-yunsl mitla mä nusiyat Guzarnu" (line 33). In all of
these comparisons, similar and opposed elements are placed next to each

the particle ka-anna-ma; and accusatives functioning as a comparison (maf eul
mutlaq). With the exception of the very rare fourth category, Mufaddaliya XCVII
provides examples for all categories.

97) <(La Comparaison consiste a rapprocher un objet etranger, ou de lui-meme,
pour en eclaircir, en renforcer, ou en relever I 'idee par les rapports de convenance
ou le disconvenance: ou si I On veut, de ressemblance ou de difference.» f PIERRE
FONTANIER, Les figures du discours, Paris 1977, 377).

98) My understanding of this line is derived from the consideration that the
Arabian horse is only of pony seize (WATSON: Lexicon, xvii). Furthermore, LANE
(445 s. v. gal am) mentions that the plural giläm is used in comparisons of sheep and
male gazelles to express smallness or long, hairless legs.
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other, but the different entities are not evaluated aside from their dis/
similarity. The comparisons do not conclusively answer the question of
what these things were during the gahillya. Nevertheless, they answer
with an approximation to a linguistic representation of a world experi-
enced as complex and intricate, since they offer another possibility of im-
agining the gahillya. In these comparisons, the qaslda's poeticity emerges
as a desert dream.99)

The audience of Mufaddallya XCVII

GERARD GENETTE criticizes the heuristic distinction between story
and plot because it suppresses the intersubjective and pragmatic aspect
of human communication to which narrating - the act of expressing and
performing the plot in order to tell the story - is the necessary comple-
ment.100) But who was the contemporary audience for pre-Islamic
poetry? The unsatisfactory answer to this question is that it cannot be
answered on the basis of pre-Islamic Arabic sources. As already men-
tioned before, pre-Islamic oral poetry only survived after it had been put
into writing some time after the gahiliya, while sparse historical evidence
about the social context ofgahili poetry was indirectly preserved, either
in contemporary non-Arabic sources or in later Arabo-Islamic sources.

") For this understanding of poeticity see: „Der Prozeß der Poetisierung, der
sich an der Sprache vollzieht, ist... vergleichbar mit dem Prozeß der theoretischen
Vergegenständlichung, der sich gleichfalls elementar dadurch vollzieht, daß auch
hier das Selbstverständliche problematisch wird", (HANS BLTJMNENBEKG, Wirk-
lichkeiten, in denen wir leben. Aufsätze und eine Rede, Stuttgart 1981, 146 (Re-
clam Universal-Bibliothek, 7715)); „Es kommt in der Tendenz auf Vieldeutigkeit
zu dem, was man ein, Grenzereignis' nennen könnte, es wird ein Punkt erreicht, an
dem der semantische Dienstwert der Sprache gleichsam versagt. ... die Nähe der
Gefährdung durch dieses Grenzereignis bestimmt wesentlich den ästhetischen
Reiz der poetischen Sprache." (ibid., 147).

For a different understanding of poeticity in the pre-Islamic qasida compare:
SELLS: The qasida and the west, 345-346. SELLS describes "semantic overflow
and dissembling simile" (346) as one of the "principles of early Arabic poetic lan-
guage" (345). But he understands their function as "invocation and evocation",
which in the nasib produce "a chain of metonymic markers for the underlying
archetype of the beloved" and in the rahil veil "a symbolic polarity" (346).

10°) GERABD GENETTE, Narrative discourse. An essay in method, Ithaca, New
York 1983, 27. The term narrating is taken from the triad story /narrative/narrat-
ing with which GENETTE'S translator renders the triad histoire/recit/narration.
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Therefore, both the original text of a pre-Islamic qasida and its first audi-
ence are beyond re/construction.

Regarding the early 'Abbasid audience for whom al-Mufad^al and his
colleagues compiled written gahill poetry, the available historical sources
provide more information. After the political upheaval and social turmoil
of the daula €Abbasiya, the cAbbasid caliphs faced the challenge of secur-
ing their power in Baghdad. Although their claim to the caliphate was
also founded on a genealogical relationship to Muhammad's extended
family, their military success was mainly based on loyal non-Arab fol-
lowers outside the Arabian peninsula, mostly Iranian mawall in Khora-
san. In addition, Iranian families, the famous al-Barmakis, for example,
with centuries of experience as administrators for the Sassanian Empire,
played very important roles in the process of establishing an efficient Is-
lamic administration in Baghdad. Within such a social and historical
context, the thesis of the Arcadian character of the nasib's landscape -
suggested by J. STBTKEVYCH and accepted by JACOBi101) - suggests that
one reason for an cAbbasid collector like al-Mufaddal to be interested in
gahili poetry was that a nomadic way of life was no longer an integral part
of his Islamic present, that the lifestyle of Arabs in the Arab deserts
seemed to belong to a dark and unenlightened time, the gahiliya, before
the foundation of the umma.102) The impression of a distant gahiUya can
even be grasped in Ibn Qutaiba's description of the pre-Islamic qasida,
because his irony conveys some astonishment about the rather strange
character of those poems.103)

These considerations lead to the question of whether in the 8th cen-
tury the efforts to preserve gahili oral poetry in written anthologies ac-
tually led to the birth of the gahiliya out of the spirit of Islam.104) Muslim

101) J. STETKEVYCH: The Zephyrs ofNajd, 114-234; JACOBI: Das Fiktive und
das Imaginäre, 24.

102) „Seit dem Anfang des 8. Jahrhunderts wird das Beduinentum immer
mehr zu Idylle verklärt und mit romantischem Glanz versehen, den es nur für
diejenigen haben kann, die ihm ganz entfremdet sind." (JACOBI, Qasida, 219).

103) Take, for example, his following remark: "tumma wasala dälika bi-n-
nasib, fa-saka siddat al-wagd wa-alam al-firaq wa-fart as-sababa wa-s-sauq" The
summary of this is the nasib: he complains about the severity of passion, the pain of
separation, and the excess of longing and yearning fABD ALLAH B. MUSLIM IBN
QUTAIBA, As-Sier wa-s-suara9, 2 vols, ed. by AHMAD MUHAMMAD SÄKIR, [n.p.]
1966-1967,1, 85).

104) For fierce resistance against such considerations see: MONTGOMERY: The
vagaries, 8-9, note 12.
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scholars of the 8th century were already well acquainted with the risks
and shortcomings of written and oral transmissions in connection with
the Koran. The relationship between Muhammad's revelation of the word
of God and the earlier Jewish and Christian revelations is defined as the
difference between one sound and two other corrupted texts. At the same
time, the perfect text of the Koran documents how God abrogated and
corrected his Divine word with the help of a new revelation - an-nasih wa~
l-mansuh - whenever necessary. The question focuses on the critical ef-
forts that al-Mufaddal and his colleagues invested in the compilation of
their anthologies of pre-Islamic poetry. Regarding Mufaddaliya XCVII,
the paratactic structure, with its denied causation and closure, is an ap-
propriate technical device for plotting its story of separation and anxiety.
Yet the same paratactic structure seems to betray the hand of a careful
editor who - like a responsible modern editor who does not want to im-
pose herself on the edited text - acknowledged that the qaslda's historical
context was not immediately accessible, and hence preferred to transfer
the responsibility for causation and closure to the poem's contemporary
eAbbasid audience. The answer that there was an 'Abbasid re/making of
the gahiliya, however, should not lead to the conclusion that all pre-
Islamic texts must be debunked as later Islamic forgeries. It was this
8th century recension of the pre-Islamic heritage that was to constitute an
indispensable part of an Arabo-Islamic identity for many centuries to
come.105)

105) See, for example, Ibn 'Arabi quoting a spurious hadlt in which the prophet
quotes a line by Labid: "qala rasul Allah ...: asdaqu baitin qalat-hu al-eArab qaulu
Labid: Via kulia saun mä halä Alläha bätilu" The prophet said ...: The truest line
of poetry recited by the Arabs is from Labid: Is not every thing other than God ab-
surd? (!BN , Al-Futuhat al-Makkiya, 4 vols, Beirut 1968, II, 33, III, 443 et
passim). For the popularity of this line among grammarians see: ERICH BRÄUN-
LICH/AUGUST FISCHER, Schawahid-Indices. Indices der Reimwörter und der
Dichter der in den arabischen Schawahid-Kommentaren und in verwandten Werken
erläuteren Belegverse, Osnabrück 1982 (Reprint of the edition Leipzig 1945), 182
s.v. zä'ilu.
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